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MARITAL DEDUCTION CLAUSES

MARITAL DEDUCTION CLAUSES REVISITED
INTRODUCTION

In 1948, Congress enacted section 812(e)(1)(A) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1939' allowing a "marital deduction" from a decedent's gross estate
for the value of interests in property passing from the decedent to his surviving spouse. In response to this statutory incentive, lawyers have drafted
"marital deduction clauses" to facilitate the passage of such qualified property
2
interests when use of the marital deduction is advisable.
To utilize the marital deduction effectively, the lawyer must analyze the
potential "gross estates" of the husband and wife and determine whether the
clients desire to effect such interspousal bequests. In addition, the Internal
Revenue Code imposes some statutory requirements upon use of the marital
deduction; briefly stated, these requirements are:
1. The decedent must be a resident or citizen of the United States; 3
4
2. The decedent must be survived by his or her spouse;
3. The gift of an interest in property must pass or have passed from the
decedent to the surviving spouse; 5
4. The value of the interest in property transferred must be includible in
the decedent's gross estate; 6
5. The interest in property transferred must not be a nondeductible
terminable interest; 7 and
6. The amount of the marital deduction must not exceed the greater of
$250,000 or fifty percent of the value of the decedent's adjusted gross estate.8
If the testator devises all of his property to the surviving spouse, he can
be assured that his estate will be entitled to the maximum marital deduction. Some testators, however, for various reasons, do not desire to have their
surviving spouses in control of all of their property; others feel that this
would cause unnecessary estate taxation upon the death of the surviving
spouse. 9 As a result of these competing factors, estate tax marital deduction
clauses have been drafted basically in three forms: the specific bequest of
1. Int. Rev. Code of 1939, ch. 3, §812(e)(1)(A), 62 Stat. 117 (now I.R.C. §2056).
2. An analysis must be made of the potential "gross estates" of the husband and wife
in order to determine the advisability, from a tax standpoint, of using estate tax marital
deduction gifts. If both spouses' potential "gross estates" are equal, it may not be desirable to use such gifts as part of the family estate plan. On the other hand, despite
this equality, diversity of health and age between spouses may negate the tax disadvantages
of such gifts. 1 A. CASNER, ESTATE PLANNING 790 (3d ed. 1961).

3. I.R.C. §2001(a).
4. I.R.C. §2056(a); Treas. Reg. §20.2056(e)-2(e) (1958).
5. I.R.C. §2056(a), (d); Treas. Reg. §20.2056(e)-2(a) (1958).
6. I.R.C. §2056(a); Treas. Reg. §20.2056(a)-2(b)(1) (1958).

7. I.R.C. §2056(b); Treas. Reg. §20.2056(a)-2(b) (1958).
8. I.R.C. §2056(c)(1)(A). For definition of "adjusted gross estate," see I.R.C. §2056(c)(2)(A).
9. Polasky, Marital Deduction Formula Clauses in Estate Planning-Estate and Income
Tax Consequences, 63 MICH. L. RPv. 809, 812 (1965).
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specific property, the pecuniary bequest, and the fractional share of the
residue. These clauses are often used in combination with one another and
in conjunction with property interests passing to the surviving spouse outside
the probate estate in order to achieve the maximum deduction allowed by
law. The relative advantages and disadvantages of each clause have been
the subject of considerable discussion. 10
The enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 197611 provokes a reconsideration of the estate tax marital deduction and a need to revisit these marital
deduction clauses. The sections of the Internal Revenue Code which have
been amended or added by the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and which, directly
or indirectly, materially affect marital deduction clauses are:
1. Section 2523. This section amends the gift tax provisions to allow a
marital deduction for the first $100,000 in gifts to the spouse. The next
$100,000 in transfers to the spouse will be fully subject to gift tax but thereafter a deduction is allowed for fifty percent of the interspousal lifetime
transfers in excess of $200,000.
2. Section 2056(c). This section amends the maximum limitation on the
estate tax marital deduction, restricting the deduction to the greater of
S250,000 or fifty percent of the adjusted gross estate. This limitation will be
reduced, however, by the amount of the marital deduction allowed for lifetime transfers in excess of fifty percent of the value of the total transfers.' 2
3. Section 2035. This section provides for inclusion in the decedent's gross
estate of all gifts made during the three year period preceding the decedent's
death. This removes the necessity for the previous presumption that a gift
made during such three year period was made in contemplation of death.
Factual disputes with the Treasury are thus eliminated because the donor's
motive is no longer material. In addition, the amount of gift tax paid with
respect to transfers made within three years of death is included in the de1
cedent's gross estate.
4. Section 2602(c)(5)(A). This section provides that, for purposes of computing the estate tax marital deduction and the generation-skipping tax under
Chapter 13 of the Internal Revenue Code, the gross estate under Chapter 11
will be increased by the amount of any generation-skipping transfer occurring
at the same time as, or within nine months after, the death of the deemed
4

transferor.1

5. Sections 2010 and 2505. These sections provide for a unified credit of
$47,000 against the estate and gift taxes, which is equivalent to an exemption
of $175,625. This credit is in lieu of prior exemptions for estate and gift
taxes of $60,000 and $30,000, respectively. The credit will be phased in over
a five year period.
6. Section 1023. This section provides generally that the basis of property
10.

See, e.g., Polasky, supra note 9; 1 A. CASNER, supra note 2, at 783-873; R. CoVEY,

THE MARITAL DEDUCTION AND THE USE OF FORMULA

11.

PROVISIONS

(1966).

Pub. L. No. 94-455, 90 Stat. 1555 (codified in scattered sections of I.R.C.).

12. I.R.C. §2056(c)(1)(B).
13. I.R.C. §2035(c).
14. I.R.C. §2612(a).
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received from a decedent is the decedent's basis increased by federal estate
taxes and state estate or inheritance taxes attributable to the "net appreciation" in value of such property. There is a "fresh start" in the application of
this carryover basis rule provided by a step-up in the basis of each asset for
purposes of determining gain, if the asset was held by the decedent on December 31, 1976, and had appreciated in value during the decedent's holding
period.
7. Section 1040. This section provides for the nonrecognition of gain by
an estate upon the distribution of appreciated carryover basis property in
satisfaction of a pecuniary legacy, except to the extent that the value of the
property on the date of distribution exceeds its federal estate tax value.
,When this section applies, the basis of the property to the legatee will be the
carryover basis of the property increased by the amount of gain recognized
to the estate on the distribution.
8. Section 2032A. This section provides a special election for estate tax
valuation of farms and closely-held business realty. If the estate qualifies for
this "special use" valuation, the executor may elect to value the real property
used in these concerns based on the property's "current value" in the operation, rather than on the basis of its potential "highest and best" use for other
purposes. The estate tax benefits, however, are subject to recapture, and a
.special lien on the property is created which continues until the potential recapture period ends. 5
New problems are thus superimposed on those already attendant to
qualifying a gift for a marital deduction. It is now necessary to ask how to
determine the basis to the surviving spouse in property passing from the
decedent; whether there is income taxable to the surviving spouse and therefore deductible by the estate upon a distribution or transfer within the
limitation and characterization rules of Subchapter J; whether the distribution or transfer may result in recognizable gain or loss to the estate; whether
the gift will entitle the surviving spouse to share in income, capital gains or
losses, or appreciation or depreciation of estate assets during administration;
how to determine the treatment of the gift with regard to estate tax appor15. I.R.C. §2032A permits election of a special use valuation to reduce the value of
"qualified real property" by a maximum of $50,000. If such an election is made and the
decedent's will contafis a maximum marital deduction clause, the election will result in the
surviving spouse receiving less property under the will than if no election had been made.
If within 15 years of the decedent's death, a "qualified heir" disposes of the property or the
"qualified use" of the property is discontinued, an additional tax is imposed on the adjusted
tax difference attributable to the property. Some commentators have suggested that if the
property is distributed to the spouse as part'of the marital deduction and recapture of the
tax results, the estate will receive the benefit of an additional marital deduction when computing the tax due; if, however, the property is allocated to the nonmarital share, the
"qualified heirs" will not receive the benefit of an additional marital deduction when computing the recapture tax. See Capouano & Rinsky, Planning Gifts to a Spouse to Obtain
Maximum Tax Benefits 'Under the New Law, 46 J. oF TAx. 73, 76 (1977). The problem of
distributing property for which an hLR:C. §2032A election has been made must be recognized.
Due consideration should also be given to the terminable interest rule under I R.C. §2056,
which may be applied to deny the marital deduction with respect to the property if the
value of the' propertj is not ascertaii able at the -date .of ldeath..
..
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tionment; and how to deal with problems of over-qualification for the marital
deduction.16
I. SPECIFIC BEQUESTS OF SPECIFIC PROPERTY

An estate tax marital deduction gift may take the form of an outright
bequest to the surviving spouse of specific property, as illustrated by the
following:
I give to my wife, Marsha Rose, if she survives me, 1000 shares of my
General Motors stock.
This bequest qualifies as a devise of specific property and meets the requirements of section 663(a)(1).7 Therefore, the distribution rules of sections 661
and 662 are disengaged; this property is "acquired by bequest"' 8 and is not
includible in the gross income of the surviving spouse, and the estate is not
allowed a deduction from its taxable income for the transfer. 19 The transfer
of the specific property from the estate to the surviving spouse is not the
"sale or other disposition" necessary for the realization of gain or loss by the
20

estate.

Generally, the surviving spouse's basis in specific property inherited after
December 31, 1976, is the adjusted basis of the property immediately before
the death of the decedent. 2' The holding period of the surviving spouse is
16. Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976, post-mortem tax planning was available to the
decedent's estate through the use of disclaimers by the surviving spouse or other beneficiaries
in order to maximize the marital deduction. Int. Rev. Code of 1954, ch. 11, §2056(d), 68 Stat.
395 (deleted by Tax Reform Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-455, 90 Stat. 1894). There were,
however, no rules under federal law that could be used to make an effective disclaimer;
because state law was thus determinative, the results lacked uniformity. The Tax Reform
Act of 1976 has cured this problem by the enactment of I.R.C. §§2045 and 2518, which permit
the continued use of disclaimers as a post-mortem tax planning tool.
17. Treas. Reg. §l.663(a)-1(b) (1956).
18. I.R.C. §102(a).
19. I.R.C. §663(a)(1) prohibits treating the specific property as an amount paid or credited
under I.R.C. §§661(a) and 662(a). See Treas. Reg. §1.663(a)-l(a) (1956).
20. See Treas. Reg. §l.661(a)-2(f)(1) (1956).
21. I.R.C. §1023(a)(1) provides that "the basis of carryover basis property acquired from
a decedent dying after December 31, 1976 .... shall be the adjusted basis of the property
immediately before the death of the decedent, further adjusted as provided in this section."
I.R.C. §1023(h) provides the first adjustment known as the "fresh start" adjustment. I.R.C.
§1023(h)(1) provides generally for a "fresh start" in the application of carryover basis to
marketable bonds and securities by a step-up in the basis of such an asset to its value as of
December 31, 1976, for purposes of determining gain if the bond or security was held by the
decedent on December 31, 1976, and has appreciated while in the hands of the decedent.
I.R.C. §1023(h)(2) provides a formula for determining the "fresh start" carryover basis of
appreciated property other than marketable bonds and securities. This formula results in
treating the appreciation in the property as having occurred ratably over the holding period
of the decedent in order to determine the value and thus the basis of the property as of
December 31, 1976. I.R.C. §1023(c) provides a second adjustment by increasing the basis of
each asset by the amount of federal and state estate taxes attributable to post-1976 appreciation. I.R.C. §1023(d) provides a third adjustment if $60,000 exceeds the aggregate basis of
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governed by section 1223(2) which permits the "tacking" of holding periods
22
from the decedent to his estate and then to the surviving spouse.
A specific bequest can qualify for an estate tax marital deduction. 23 This
type of disposition is often used by draftsmen to satisfy a client's desire to
carve out of his estate certain property that he desires his surviving spouse to
own. The bequest of specific property may be utilized in conjunction with a
formula marital deduction clause if the testator desires to maximize the
marital deduction. The specific bequest alone may not achieve this result
because it is not self-adjusting with respect to the size of the testator's estate
or the residue thereof. Use of specific bequests in conjunction with a formula
marital deduction clause may mitigate the disadvantages of such clauses. The
transfer of property by the estate in satisfaction of the specific bequest would
not cause the realization of gain or loss by the estate or carry out taxable income to the surviving spouse as might otherwise be the case with a formula
marital deduction clause.
With the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the use of a specific
bequest may mitigate conflicts arising because of the discretionary allocation
of high and low basis property by the executor in satisfaction of pecuniary
legacies. 24 Its use, however, will prevent the surviving spouse from receiving
a step-up in basis because the distribution rules of sections 661 and 662 will
not apply to create a tax cost basis. 25 Use of the specific bequest also restricts
all carryover basis property after the first and second adjustments. I.R.C. §1023(e) provides

a fourth adjustment by increasing the basis of each asset by the amount of state succession
taxes paid by the recipient of any such asset. I.R.C. §1023(f)(1) provides that the adjustments
under I.R.C. §1023(c), (d), and (e) shall not increase the basis of any asset above its fair
market value for federal estate tax purposes. I.R.C. §1023(i) provides that the Secretary shall
issue regulations necessary to carry out the purposes of this section. It is believed that regulations will be issued providing for uniform basis rules consistent with I.R.C. §§1014 and 1015
and for post-death adjustments to such uniform basis. Therefore, when the estate transfers
property to a specific beneficiary within I.R.C. §663(a)(1), the beneficiary receives the property
at the same basis as that in the hands of the estate, taking into account any basis adjustments
resulting from depreciation deductions allowed during administration of the estate. See Treas.
Reg. §1.1014-4(a)(1) (1957).
22. The Tax Reform Act of 1976 amended I.R.C. §1223(11) by substituting nine months
for six months with respect to taxable years beginning in 1977, and by substituting one year
with respect to taxable years beginning after 1977. Pub. L. No. 94-455, 90 Stat. 1732. I.R.C.
§1223(11), however, provides an artificial holding period for the person acquiring property
from a decedent within the meaning of I.R.C. §1014(b). With the enactment of I.R.C. §1023,
I.R.C. §1223(11) will generally not be available to a beneficiary- acquiring property from a
decedent after December 31, 1976. I.R.C. §1223(2) permits tacking which may render I.R.C.
§1223(11) superfluous unless the tacking does not provide a sufficient holding period for
capital gain treatment. I.R.C. §1223(11) may be amended to cover acquisitions under I.R.C.
§1023 but should not be relied upon until so amended. If the "fresh start" basis adjustment
applies, however, I.R.C. §1223(2) may not be applicable because the property does not have
the same basis as that held by the decedent.
23. I.R.C §2056(d). However, the bequest cannot be in such form so as to be disqualified
by I.R.C. §2056(b).
24. See text accompanying notes 98-103 infra.
25. As previously noted, a specific bequest meets the requirements of I.R.C. §663(a)(1),
and the surviving spouse's basis is the estate's carryover basis under I.R.C. §1023 as adjusted.
When a fractional share of the residue marital dedtictign clause is used, however, such bequest
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the flexibility of the executor with respect to the funding of the marital deduction gift.
II.

PECUNIARY BEQUESTS

An estate tax marital deduction gift may take the form of a bequest
in a dollar amount in trust or outright to the surviving spouse. The bequest
may be expressed in a fixed dollar amount or in terms of a formula. Examples
of pecuniary bequests include:
Non-Formula Pecuniary Bequest
I give to my wife, Marsha Rose, if she survives me, the sum of $200,000.
Formula Pecuniary Bequest
I give to my wife, Marsha Rose, if she survives me, an amount equal to
the maximum estate tax marital deduction allowable in determining
the federal estate tax payable by reason of my death minus the value for
federal estate tax purposes of all items in my gross estate which qualify
for said deduction and which pass or have passed (the words "pass or
have passed" shall have the same meaning as such words shall have
under the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code in effect at the
time of my death) from me to my said wife in a form which qualifies
for the estate tax marital deduction under other provisions of this will,
by right of survivorship with respect to jointly owned property, under
settlement arrangements relating to life insurance proceeds, and otherwise than under this pecuniary bequest. In making the computations
necessary to determine the amount of this pecuniary estate tax marital
deduction gift, values as finally determined for federal estate tax
purposes shall control.26
Although the non-formula pecuniary bequest avoids the difficulty of
calculating the amount of the estate tax marital deduction gift, it is not selfadjusting with respect to the size of the testator's estate. For this reason,
draftsmen began to use the formula pecuniary bequest in an attempt to
satisfy testators who desired to take full advantage of any available marital
deduction yet only pass the minimum amount of property necessary to secure
2
such deductionY.
In the absence of controlling will provisions, the general rule is that the
executor is under a duty to convert all personal property not specifically
bequeathed into cash.2 8 Recognizing that a forced sale may cause the estate
does not meet the requirements of I.R.C. §663(a)(1) because the property is not ascertainable
at death. Treas. Reg. §l.663(a)(l)-l(b)(l) (1956). The surviving spouse receives a step-up in
basis to the extent that the value of property received is includible in the gross income of the
surviving spouse. Treas. Reg. §l.661(a)-2(f)(3) (1956). See I.R.C. §1040(c) in the case of pecuniary marital deduction bequests.
26. 1 A. CASNER, supra note 2, at 1333-34 (Supp. 1975). This clause may present overqualification problems under the Tax Reform Act of 1976. See text accompanying notes 204239 infra.
27. Polasky, supra note 9, at 813.
28. 1 A. CASNER, s~tpra note 2, at 814. See also FLA. STAT, §733.810(l)(a) (1975).
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to realize less than the fair market value of these assets, will provisions began
to authorize the executor to retain assets of the estate and permit distribution
in cash or in kind to avoid such losses. If the executor was authorized to
satisfy a pecuniary bequest by a distribution in kind, the property so distributed would be. valued, in the absence of contrary provisions in the will,
at its fair market value at the date of distribution. 29 This would cause the
estate to realize gain or loss upon the distribution in satisfaction of a fixed
dollar amount if the value of the distributed asset at the date of distribution
differed from- its value for federal estate, tax purposes.30 .As a result, will provisions now authorize executors to fix the value of property distributed in
kind, or provide for using as the value of the property that finally determined for federal estate tax purposes. This fiduciary discretion offers an
opportunity for minimizing the total estate tax burden on the estates of
3
both spouses through post-mortem planning. '
The Internal Revenue Service questioned the allowability of the marital
deduction when clauses of this'type were used. The Commissioner contended
that the authority.in the executor to fix the value for distribution purposes
was a power to divert the property from the control of the surviving spouse
and therefore created a terminable interest which would not qualify for
the marital deduction. 32 Through negotiations between representatives of
the American Bar Association and the Internal Revenue Service, Revenue
Procedure 64-19 was promulgated as notification of the Treasury position. 33
Revenue Procedure 64-19 disqualifies pecuniary bequests for the federal
estate tax marital deduction if the dispositive instrument contains a bequest
of an amount measurable in dollars (whether specifically set forth or determined by formula) which is satisfiable in kind with assets which may be
selected by the executor- in his discretion, and if, in determining the amount
to be transferred to the-surviving spouse, such assets distributed in kind are
to be valued at the value determined for federal estate tax purposes. 3 4 In
ligh of Revenue Procedure 64-19, various clauses have been adopted by
draftsmen and endorsed by state statutes in order to qualify a gift to the
surviving spouse for the marital deduction.

29. In re Estate of Kantner, 50 N.J. Super. 582, 143 A.2d 243 (1958). See also Treas.
R:eg. §1.661(a)-2(f)(2) (1956);-FLA. STAT. §733.810(I)(a)(2) (1975).
30. -Kenan v. Conimlssioner, 114 F.2d 217 (2d Cir. 1940), 1940-2 US. Tax Cas. 19635;
Suisman v. Eaton, 15 F. Supp. 113 (D. Conn 1935), a~f'd per curiam, 83 F.2d 1019 (2d Cir.
1936), cert. denied, 299 U.S. 673 (1936), 1936-2 U.S. Tax Cas. 9443; Rev. Rul. 56-270, 1956-1
C.B. 325.
31. 1 A. CAsNER supra note 2, at 816.
32. See Cohen, Treasury Views on Current Questions, 104 TRUsTS & Esr. 9 (1965).
33. Rev. Proc. 64-19, 1964-1 C.B. 682 [hereinafter cited as Rev. Proc. 64-19]. For a detailed
history behind the promulgation of Rev. Proc. 64-19, see Peter, Instance of ABA-IRS Cooperdtion, 103: TRUSTS-&-EST. 908 (1964). The promulgation of Rev. Proc. 64-19 established
for estate planners a guideline'assiiring qualificaition for'the marital deduction. This avoided
speculation' and litigafion over the original Service position.
. 34. Rev. Proc. 64-19 §§1, 2.01, 'and 4.02. Rev. Proc. 64-19 does not deal with
income

tax'problems arising inconnectioni with satisfaction of pecuniary bequests.
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The Cash Legacy

The personal representative is required to pay the amount of this
pecuniary gift3 5 in cash.
The addition of the above clause to the previously given examples of
formula and non-formula pecuniary bequests36 satisfies Revenue Procedure 6419. The pecuniary bequest then qualifies for the federal estate tax marital
deduction because the bequest is not satisfiable in kind, and therefore the
personal representative does not have the power to alter the amount of the
37
bequest.
1. Non-Formula Pecuniary Bequest. This bequest qualifies as a gift of a
specific sum of money meeting the requirements of section 663(a)(1).38 Therefore, the distribution rules of sections 661 and 662 are disengaged; such a
distribution is "acquired by bequest"3 9 and is not includible in the gross
income of the surviving spouse, and the estate is not allowed an income tax
deduction upon distribution.40

In the event that the bequest exceeds the cash on hand in the estate, the
executor may be required to sell estate assets to satisfy the bequest. Any gain
realized by the estate will thereby increase the taxable income of the estate
or its other beneficiaries. 41 Normally, assets held by an estate and sold or
35. A great deal of litigation has occurred concerning the question whether such, a clause
is intended as a fractional share of the residue. See, e.g., In re Estate of Parker, 24 Mich. App.
158, 180 N.W.2d 82 (1970). Although this problem will not arise in the non-formula cash
legacy, the draftsman should clearly indicate the intent of the provision.
36. See text accompanying notes 26-27 supra.
37. Rev. Proc. 64-19 §4.01.
38. Treas. Reg. §l.663(a)-1(a) (1956). Even though the will does not provide that the
bequest is to be paid or credited to the surviving spouse in more than three installments
and/or only from the income of the estate, if in fact the bequest is paid out of income
and/or is paid in more than three installments, the bequest will satisfy the requirements of
I.R.C. §663(a)(1).
39. I.R.C. §102(a).
40. I.R.C. §663(a)(1). Treas. Reg. §l.663(a)-l(a) (1956).
41. An estate or trust computes taxable income in the same manner as an individual
except as modified by Subchapter J of the Internal Revenue Code. I.R.C. §641(b). The most
significant of these modifications is a special deduction from taxable income for current
distributions of distributable net income [hereinafter referred to as D.N.I.]. I.R.C. §§651, 661.
D.N.I. is basically federal taxable income of the trust or estate modified by deducting gross
income items typically allocable to corpus, such as capital gains, and further modified by increasing taxable income by exclusions and deductions permitted by the Internal Revenue
Code which are generally ignored in computing "income" for fiduciary accounting purposes.
I.R.C. §643(a), (b). To the extent D.N.I. is distributed, taxable income items are carried out
of the trust or estate and into the hands of the beneficiaries pro-rata. I.R.C. §§661(b), (c);
662(b). Thus, D.N.I. serves to measure the amount of taxable income distributed out of the
estate or trust and deductible by it, the amount of income taxable to the beneficiaries, and
the character of amounts distributed or retained by the estate or trust. I.R.C. §§661, 662. See
Treas. Reg. §1.643(a)-0 (1956). As previously noted, capital gains and losses realized by an
estate or trust are excluded from its D.N.I. unless paid, credited, or required to be distributed
to any beneficiary during the taxable year. I.R.C. §643(a)(3). This allows an actual tracing
of the capital gains. Treas. Reg. §l.643(a)-3(a) (1956). Capital gains not entering into the
computation of D.N.I. will be additional taxable income of the estate or trust. Those capital
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otherwise disposed of are entitled to capital gain or loss treatment.42 To the
unwary executor, however, the disposition of depreciable personal and real
property subject to recapture43 may cause realization and recognition of
ordinary income.A specific cash legacy may be utilized with a formula pecuniary bequest
(satisfiable in cash or in kind) to provide the surviving spouse with a nontaxable living allowance during administration of the estate. This allows more
emphasis to be given to the income tax considerations involved in funding
the formula pecuniary bequest as well as adjusting the estate tax marital
deduction bequest to the size of the testator's estate.45
2. Formula Pecuniary Bequest. It has been the position of the Internal
Revenue Service that the formula pecuniary bequest does not qualify as a
bequest under section 663(a)(1) because the amount of money, although a
specific sum, is not ascertainable at the date of the testator's death, but rather
is dependent upon the exercise of the executor's discretion regarding the
payment of administration expenses and other charges. 4 One commentator
has suggested that a literal reading of the statute precludes this assertion by
the Service, and that a formula pecuniary bequest is a specific sum of money
that meets the requirements of section 663(a)(1). 4T The legislative history of
section 1040, however, in considering the use of appreciated carryover basis
property to satisfy formula pecuniary bequests, seems to imply that such a
gains which are traceable to the beneficiaries will be included in the computation of D.N.I.,
thereby increasing the taxable income of the beneficiaries. Because the distribution of a nonformula cash bequest is outside the distribution rules of I.R.C. §§661 and 662, no D.N.I. is
carried out by the distribution, and the capital gain or ordinary income realized by the
estate or trust in order to satisfy the cash legacy will increase the taxable income of the
remaining beneficiaries or the estate or trust. For an excellent discussion of the income taxation of estates and trusts, see M. FERGUSON, J. FREELAND & R. STEPHENS, FEDERAL INCOME
TAXATION OF ESTATES AND BENEFICiARIES (1970) [hereinafter cited as FERGUSON, FREELAND &
STEPHENS].

42. See, e.g., Estate of Ferber, 22 T.C. 261 (1954), acq. 1954-2 C.B. 4.
43. I.R.C. §§1245(a)(1), (b)(1), (2), (d); 1250(a)(1)(A), (d)(1), (2), (i). Under prior law,
depreciation deductions allowed to the decedent were forgiven upon death. See Treas. Reg.
§1.1245-4(b)(1) (1956). With the enactment of I.R.C. §1023 by the Tax Reform Act of 1976,
such depreciation will now be subject to recapture, causing realization and recognition of
additional ordinary income which will go into the computation of the estate's D.N.I. and will
further increase the taxable income of the estate or its beneficiaries.
44. In I.R.C. §543(b) the unmodified word "income" for purposes of Subchapter J means
the amount of income of the estate or trust for the taxable year determined under the terms
of the governing instrument and applicable state law. In the absence of a provision in the
governing instrument allocating ordinary income from recapture to income, many state
statutes provide that such income is allocable to principal. E.g., FLA. STAT. §738.03(2)(a) (1975).
Therefore, although fiduciary accounting income does not include such recapture, the D.N.I.
of the estate or trust does. There is thus additional residual D.N.I. for beneficiaries to recognize
as income under I.R.C. §662(a)(2).
45. R. CovY, supra note 10, at 35. However, if the surviving spouse petitions and receives
a widow's allowance during administration of the estate, payment of such allowance is a
distribution for purposes of I.R.C. §§661 and 662.
46. Treas. Reg. §l.663(a)-1(b)(1) (1956).
47. Barnett, The Irrational Income Tax Consequences of Funding Marital Deduction
Bequesti, 5-TAx AovisoR 260 (1974).
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bequest does not satisfy the requirements of section 663(a)(1). 48 The draftsman must recognize the Service position and plan accordingly. He must
remember that a cash distribution in satisfaction of the formula pecuniary
bequest will generally be includible in the gross income of the surviving spouse
and deductible by the estate within limitation and characterization rules
applied with reference to the estate's distributable net income. 49 Gain realized
and recognized by the estate through the sale or other disposition of assets in
order to satisfy the cash legacy will increase the estate's distributable net income thereby increasing the taxable income of the estate, the surviving spouse,
and any other beneficiaries.5 0
B. The True Worth Legacy
The personal representative is required to satisfy the pecuniary bequest
by either a distribution in cash, a distribution in kind, or a distribution partly in cash and partly in kind, but to the extent a distribution in kind is made, the property so distributed must be valued as
of the date of distribution.
The addition of this clause to the previously given examples of formula
and non-formula pecuniary bequests satisfies Revenue Procedure 64-19. It
qualifies the pecuniary legacy for the federal estate tax marital deduction
because the value of the assets to be distributed in kind is not the value
determined for federal estate tax purposes.51
If the non-formula pecuniary bequest provides that values at the date of
distribution shall be used for in kind distributions, the bequest satisfies the
48. H.R. Rep. No. 94-1380, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 44 (1976), reprinted in 1976-3 C.B. 778,
cites Treas. Reg. §l.661(a)-2(f) (1956) as authority for the recognition of gain or loss by the
estate or trust upon satisfaction of a right to a distribution in a specific dollar amount. This
is cited in conjunction with its discussion of formula pecuniary bequests. If I.R.C. §663(a)(1)
applied, the payment made to the surviving spouse would be a transfer outside the distribution rules of I.R.C. §§661 and 662, although the satisfaction of such right by the estate or
trust would be a taxable event. Kenan v. Commissioner, 114 F.2d 217 (2d Cir. 1940), 1940-2
U.S. Tax Cas. 9635.
49. I.R.C. §§661, 662; see note 41 supra. Beneficiaries having a mandatory right to
current accounting income are in the first tier of taxable priority and bear the "heat" of
D.N.I. allocation. Beneficiaries who are entitled to discretionary distributions of income or
corpus or to mandatory distributions of corpus are in the second tier of exposure to D.N.I.
Thus, all distributions of current income which are not mandatory are taxable, but only
to the extent of D.N.I. reduce by tier one amounts creating residual D.N.I. I.R.C. §662(a)(2).
All beneficiaries within each tiec are treated ratably. I.R.C. §662(a). A cash distribution in
satisfaction of the formal pecuniary bequest will be a tier two distribution and includible
in the taxable income of the surviving spouse to the extent of the pro rata share of residual
D.N.I., characterized under I.R.C. §662(b). The estate or trust's deduction is limited to its
distribution, not to exceed its D.N.I., reduced by any item in D.N.I. which is not included
in the gross income of the estate or trust. I.R.C. §661(a), (c).
50. See note 41 supra. Since satisfaction of the formula pecuniary bequest does not satisfy
the requirements of I.R.C. §663(a)(1), the distribution may carry out D.N.I. If the surviving
spouse and her children are the principal beneficiaries of the estate or trust, overall income
tax savings within the family may be accomplished if the surviving spouse is in a low income
tax bracket, because the estate or trust is subject to I.R.C. §1(d) tax rates under I.R.C. §641(a),
while the surviving spouse may be able to utilize the I.R.C. §1(a) rates under I.R.C. §l(2)(a).
51. Rev. Proc. 64-19 §4.01.
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requirements of section 663(a)(1). It is a bequest of a specific sum of money
as interpreted by the Internal Revenue Service because the amount of money
is ascertainable under the terms of the testator's will as of the date of his
death, although the property that may be used to satisfy the bequest may
change.5 2 If the personal representative satisfies the bequest in kind, the
surviving spouse is viewed as having constructively received the bequest in
cash and as having used that amount to purchase the property distributed.53
The formula pecuniary bequest, however, does not satisfy the requirements
of section 663(a)(1) because the amount of money is not ascertainable as of the
date of the testator's death, but rather is dependent upon the exercise of the
personal representative's discretion regarding the payment of administration
expenses and other charges.5 4 The applicability of section 663(a)(1) will
determine whether the surviving spouse will include in gross income the
value of the bequest to the extent of the estate's residual distributable net
income and whether the estate will be entitled to a deduction from its taxable
income for such distribution. 55
If the estate discharges a pecuniary bequest by the transfer of appreciated
or depreciated property (using date of distribution values), the estate will
realize "phantom" gain or loss equivalent to the difference between the indebtedness liquidated (the satisfaction of the bequest) and the basis of the
property transferred. 56 Section 1040(a) limits the recognition of this gain to
the difference between the federal estate tax value and the date of distribution value if the pecuniary bequest is satisfied with appreciated carryover
basis property. 57 However, any loss occurring between these two dates will
52. Treas. Reg. §1.663(a)-1(b) (1956); Rev. Proc. 60-87, 1960-1 C.B. 286; Rev. Rul. 56-270,
1956-1 C.B. 325. The true worth legacy may arise in the following situations: (a) the governing
instrument provides for satisfaction in cash or in kind at the discretion of the personal
representative; (b) the governing instrument provides for satisfaction in cash but state law
permits in kind distribution with the consent of all beneficiaries; or (c) the governing instrument provides for satisfaction in cash or in kind at the discretion of the surviving spouse.
Arguably, the true worth legacy in alternatives (b) and (c) satisfy the requirements of I.R.G.
§663(a)(1) because the surviving spouse has a right to a specific sum of money ascertainable
at the date of death of the testator. In alternative (a), however, the surviving spouse has a
right to a fixed dollar amount of money or property as of the date of death of the testator,
the identity of which is not ascertainable until the date of distribution and which will
probably not satisfy the requirements of I.R.C. §663(a)(1).
53. Kenan v. Commissioner, 114 F.2d 217 (2d Cir. 1940), 1940-2 U.S. Tax Gas. 9635;
Lindsay C. Howard, 23 T.C. 962 (1955), acq. 1955-2 C.B. 6.
54. Treas. Reg. §1.663(a)-1(b)(1) (1956).
55. See Treas. Reg. §§1.663(a)-1(a) (1956); 1.661(a)-2(f)(2) (1956).
56. Kenan v. Commissioner, 114 F.2d 217 (2d Cir. 1940), 1940-2 U.S. Tax Gas. %9635;
Suisman v. Eaton, 15 F. Supp. 113 (D. Conn. 1935), aff'd per curiam, 83 F.2d 1019 (2d Cir.
1936), cert. denied, 299 U.S. 573 (1936), 1936-1 U.S. Tax Gas. 9443.
57. Appreciated carryover basis property is defined in I.R.C. §1023(f)(5) as any carryover
basis property if the fair market value of such property exceeds its adjusted basis immediately
before the death of the decedent. Carryover basis property is defined in I.R.G. §1023(b) as
any property which is acquired from or passed from a decedent within the meaning of
§1014(b), but excluding property listed in I.R.C. §1023(b)(2) or (3) to which I.R.C. §1014
applies. I.R.C. §1023(b)(2) lists property excluded by I.R.C. §1014, and I.R.G. §1023(b)(3)
provides an elective $10,000 exclusion for personal or household effects. I.R.C. §1040(a) and
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not be recognized. 58 Furthermore, if the estate satisfies the bequest with depreciable property, the recapture rules of sections 1245 and 1250 will apply,
generating "phantom" ordinary income to the estate to the extent of any
5 9
step-up in the surviving spouse's basis in the depreciable property received.
This follows because the surviving spouse takes a tax cost basis (to the
extent distributable net income of the estate is includible in the surviving
spouse's gross income) in the property to which recapture will never apply,
so that if any gain is ever to be recaptured, it must be recaptured at the
estate level upon distribution.
Under prior law, if a beneficiary was entitled to a bequest of a specific
dollar amount qualifying for the protection of section 663(a)(1) but received
property in kind in satisfaction of the bequest, the estate recognized gain or
loss measured by the difference between the fair market value at the date
60
of distribution and the estate's adjusted basis in the property. The distribution did not result in gross income to the beneficiary, and the estate was not
entitled to a deduction for distribution of this property. The beneficiary was
considered to have constructively received the bequest in money, using that
sum to "purchase" the property from the estate. Therefore, the beneficiary's
basis was a cost basis equal to the fair market value of the property received.
(b) are only applicable if "appreciated carryover basis property" is distributed in satisfaction
of the pecuniary bequest. Therefore, the entire gain will be recognized if other property is
distributed.
58. H.R. REe. No. 94-1380, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 45 (1976), reprinted in 1976-3 C.B. 779.
The legislative history of I.R.C. §1040 indicates that the loss occurring between the date of
distribution and the date of death will not be recognized. It does not indicate that it is
applicable only to appreciated carryover basis property. The statutory language of I.R.C.
§1040, however, is very specific and is limited to gain realized upon the satisfaction of a
pecuniary bequest with appreciated carryover basis property. It would therefore seem
that any loss realized by the estate upon satisfaction of a pecuniary bequest should be
recognized.
59. Treas. Reg. §1.1245-4(b)(1) (1965). Under prior law, the "transfer at death" exception
under I.R.C. §1245(b)(2) applied only to the extent that the distributee's basis was in whole
or in part determined by the estate's basis. Thus, if the bequest qualified as a specific
bequest under I.R.C. §663(a)(1), or if D.N.I. in the year of distribution were zero, the
beneficiary's basis would be a carryover basis from the estate. To the extent that such a
basis was increased by the inclusion of D.N.I. in gross income, the transfer at death exception
was not applicable and the estate recognized ordinary income, which then increased D.N.I.
and may have further increased the beneficiary's basis by inclusion in gross income. This
created a tax cost basis in the property and superceded the basic provisions of I.R.C. §§1014
and 1023. This spiral effect could continue until a complete recapture occurred as if D.N.I.
fully covered the value of the property distributed. Treas. Reg. §1.661(a)-2(f)(3) (1956); Freeland, Estate Distribution in Kind, 23 TAx L. REv. 59 (1967). This recapture may now be
limited by I.R.C. §1040(c) which provides that the beneficiary's basis, if I.R.C. §1040(a) is
applicable, is the estate's carryover basis increased by gain recognized under I.R.C. §1040(a).
See note 57 supra, however, for discussion of the applicability of I.R.C. §1040(c). Thus, the
spiral effect of recapture, generating D.N.I. which further generates recapture until D.N.I.
fully covers the value of distributed property may be capped at the I.R.C. §1040(c) increase
in basis.
60. Kenan v. Commissioner, 114 F.2d 217 (2d Cir. 1940), 1940-2 U.S. Tax Cas. j9635.
See also Suisman v. Eaton, 15 F. Supp. 113 (D. Conn. 1935), aff'd per curiam, 83 F.2d 1019
(2d Cir. 1936), cert. denied, 299 U.S. 573 (1936), 1936-2 U.S. Tax Cas. 9443.
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The increased taxable income of the estate resulting from the transaction
would either be taxed to the estate, to its other beneficiaries, or partly to each.
If the beneficiary was entitled to a pecuniary bequest that did not qualify for
the protection of section 663(a)(1), the distribution would result in gross income to the beneficiary to the extent of a ratable share of distributable net
income and, in turn, the estate would be entitled to a corresponding distribution deduction. As in any Kenan type transaction, the distributee would take a
cost basis in the property equal to its fair market value.0 1
Today, these rules apply when an estate satisfies a pecuniary bequest with
property other than appreciated carryover basis property. 62 If the estate
satisfies such a bequest with appreciated carryover basis property, however,
the determination of the surviving spouse's basis in the property distributed
is less clear. In enacting sections 1023 and 1040, Congress acknowledged the
Kenan transaction and attempted to limit the recognition of "phantom" gain
to the estate. The price tag for nonrecognition of this "phantom" gain is
deferred recognition of gain upon disposition of the property by the surviving spouse because of a basis adjustment under section 1040(c). This price
tag thus creates a distortion in the surviving spouse's basis in the property.
An example may help to illustrate the problem and its solution. Assume
that under the terms of the will the surviving spouse, W, is devised a nonformula true worth legacy of $100,000. Assume further that the estate has
distributable net income for the taxable year in which the pecuniary bequest
is satisfied of $100,000 (all of which is subject to federal income tax) and that
no other distributions are required or made during the same taxable year.
The executor satisfies this bequest by distributing real property having a value
as of the date of distribution of $100,000, a federal estate tax value of $95,000,
and an adjusted basis of $60,000. Since the bequest qualifies for the protection
of section 663(a)(1), the distribution does not result in gross income to the
surviving spouse, and the estate is not entitled to a distribution deduction.63
The estate realizes gain of $40,000, but by reason of section 1040(a), the estate
recognizes only $5,000 of gain for that taxable year. The surviving spouse's
basis under section 1040(c) is $65,000. Upon a subsequent sale, the $35,000
which was not recognized by the estate will be recognized by the surviving
spouse. In this manner section 1040(c) operates as a pure deferral of taxation.
If the example is modified so that the bequest does not qualify for the
protection of section 663(a)(1) because the will provides that it is to be paid
in more than three installments,6" the results change. The surviving spouse
is treated as having received a general distribution resulting in gross income
in the amount of $100,000, and in turn the estate is entitled to a corresponding
distribution deduction. 65 The estate realizes gain in the amount of $40,000,
61. Freeland, supra note 59. Because of the sale or exchange setting of the transaction,
the determination of the distributee's basis under the distribution rules of I.R.C. §§661 and
662 is superfluous, because both of these provisions are based on tax cost notions. See Treas.

Reg. §1.663-1(a) (1956).
62. I.R.C. §1023(b)(2), (3).
63. I.R.C. §663(a)(1); Treas. Reg. §1.663(a) -1(a) (1956).
64. I.R.C. §663(a)(1); Treas. Reg. §1.663(a)-1(a), (c) (1956).
65. I.R.C. § §661, 662.
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$5,000 of which is recognized under section 1040(a) and, surprisingly, the
surviving spouse's basis is then limited to $65,000.66 This is in conflict with
the distribution rules of sections 661 and 662 and tax cost basis notions underlying Kenan transactions because the surviving spouse may be taxed twice
upon the same income.

67

It thus appears that Congress, in enacting section 1040 and changing the
Kenan tax cost basis notions, did not consider the distribution rules of sections 661 and 662. This is evidenced by the legislative history of section 1040
which concerns itself with the taxable status of the estate without concern
for all ramifications to the distributee. Therefore, the application of section
1040(c) must depend upon the applicability of section 663(a)(1), for if sections
1040(a) and 663(a)(1) are both applicable, section 1040(c) is the exclusive
basis to the distributee. If, however, either section 663(a)(1) or section 1040(a)
is not applicable, due consideration must be given to that portion of the
distribution includible in the gross income of the distributee under the distribution rules of sections 661 and 662 to avoid any distortion in the income
taxation of the distributee.6t*
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 presents further estate administration
problems with respect to determining the surviving spouse's basis in property
received in satisfaction of the pecuniary bequest. Pursuant to section 1023(c),
the basis of appreciated carryover basis property is increased by the amount of
federal and state estate taxes attributable to the net appreciation in value. 69
This increase is not available to property distributed in satisfaction of a
pecuniary bequest which qualifies for the marital deduction.70 Furthermore,
the executor is faced with considerable difficulty in computing this adjustment if appreciated carryover basis property is sold by the estate prior to
satisfaction of the estate tax marital deduction bequest because the adjustment is done on an asset by asset basis. 71 Finally, conflicts may arise between
the surviving spouse and the residuary legatees over allocation of high basis
or low basis assets, which the executor must settle in the absence of direction
in the governing instrument. 72 Even if there is no conflict between the
66. I.R.C. §1040(c). H.R. RE!. No. 94-180, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 45 (1976), reprinted in
1976-3 C.B. 779, provides that "where this section applies, the basis of the property increased
by the amount of any gain recognized on the distribution."
67. See Treas. Reg. §1.661(a)-(2)(f)(3) (1956). This gives the spouse a tax cost basis.
Farid-Es-Sultaneh v. Commissioner, 160 F.2d 812 (2d Cir. 1947), 1947-1 U.S. Tax Cas. 9218.
68. Treas. Reg. §l.661(a)-(2)(f)(3) (1956). See Rev. Rul. 64-314, 1964-2 C.B. 167 for manner
of determination of basis.
69. I.R.C. §1023(f) provides that for purposes of I.R.G. §1023(c) the net appreciation in
value of any carryover basis property is the amount by which the fair market value of such
property exceeds the adjusted basis of such property after the fresh start adjustment to basis.
70. I.R.C. §1023(c). Because the bequest is qualified for the marital deduction, it is not
subject to federal estate tax.
71. H.R. REP. No. 94-1380, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 42-43 (1976), reprinted in 1976-3 C.B.
776-77. This problem arises because only assets not distributed to the surviving spouse in
satisfaction of the marital deduction gift are adjusted upward. Therefore, it is only after
satisfaction of the marital deduction gift that the adjustments can be made to assets previously sold or distributed.
72. If the interests of the surviving spouse and the residuary beneficiaries are adverse,
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surviving spouse and the residuary legatees, the unwary executor may create
liquidity problems for the surviving spouse or the estate by an ill-considered
distribution. 73
C. The Minimum Worth Legacy
The personal representative is required to satisfy the pecuniary gift
either by a distribution in cash; a distribution in kind, or a distribution partly in cash and partly in kind, but to the extent a distribution
in kind is made, the property so distributed must be valued at its
basis in the hands of the personal representative
or its value as of
74
the date of distribution, whichever is lower.
The addition of this clause to the previously given examples of formula and
non-formula pecuniary bequests satisfies Revenue Procedure 64-19. Qualification of the pecuniary legacy for the federal estate tax marital deduction is
accomplished because the personal representative cannot reduce the amount
7
of the legacy at his discretion.
The formula pecuniary minimum worth legacy will not qualify as a
specific sum of money or specific property under section 663(a)(1) because the
amount of money or property will not,.be ascertainable under the testator's
will until after the date of death. 78 Therefore the distribution rules of sections
661 and 662 apply; the surviving spouse is treated as having received a general
distribution resulting in gross income to the -extent of a ratable share of
the estate's distributable net income, and the estate is entitled to a corresponding distribution deduction. The basis of appreciated carryover basis property
received by the surviving spouse should be determined under section 1023
with a proportional increase for that portion of the value of property received
which is includible in the gross income of the surviving spouse under section
7
662. 7
A non-formula minimum legacy may qualify for the protection of section
663(a)(1), as presently interpreted by the Internal. Revenue Service, because
the amount of money is ascertainable under .the testator's will as of the date
of death.78 Therefore, the distribution rules of sections 661 and 662 are not
applicable. The surviving spouse's basis in appreciated carryover basis property
the surviving spouse in need of cash may desire high basis assets in order to minimize the
gain to be realized upon their subsequent disposition. On the other hand, residuary beneficiaries in need of cash desire the estate to retain high basis *assets to minimize the estate
or residuary beneficiaries' gain upon disposition. In cases in which there has been substantial
appreciation in value of some assets between the date of death and the date of distribution,
residuary beneficiaries desire to maintain such assets in the estate so as not to recognize and
bear the burden of "phantom" gain under I.R.C. §1040.
73. For an excellent discussion of LR.C. §1023 adjustments and their implications, see
Stansbury & Balzek, Revamped Basis Rules for Inherited PropertyHave Far-ReachingImplications, 46 J. TAx. 14 (1977).

74. 1 A. CAsNER, supra note 2, at 497 n.64 (Supp. 1975).
75. Rev. Proc. 64-19 §2.02.
76.
77.

Treas. Reg. §1.663(a)-l(b)(1) (1956).
Treas. Reg. §1.661(a)-2(f)(3) (1956). See text accompanying notes 60-61 supra.

78. Treas. Reg. §1.663(a)-l(b)(1) (1956). See text accompanying notes 90-92 infra for
further discussion of the applicability of I.R.C. §663(a)(1).
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received in satisfaction of the bequest will be determined under sections
1040(c) and 1023.71

Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the minimum worth legacy was an
extremely popular form of bequest because it had the flexibility of a pecuniary bequest but did not cause the realization of gain by the estate upon
distribution in satisfaction of the bequest as did a true worth legacy.s ° Since
the enactment of section 1023, this clause may have limited use in its present
form. A problem arises because in a formula pecuniary bequest, the amount
of the gift is determined by use of federal estate tax values, while the funding
of this bequest is determined by using the lower of the basis (now governed
by section 1023) and the date of distribution value. This may cause an overfunding of the marital bequest which is contrary to the basic philosophy
behind the use of a formula pecuniary bequest. This problem can be cured,
however, by amending the minimum worth legacy to use the federal estate
tax value instead of the basis in the case of assets included in the decedent's
gross estate, and to use the cost basis for federal income tax purposes only
for assets acquired after the decedent's death.8 '
This cure, however, removes the inherent advantage of minimum worth
legacies. Upon distribution by the estate of property in kind, whether in
satisfaction of the formula or non-formula minimum worth legacy, the estate
will realize gain or loss to the extent of the difference between the carryover
basis of the property as adjusted, and the lower of its federal estate tax value
79. If property other than appreciated carryover basis property is distributed in satisfaction of the pecuniary bequest, the surviving spouse's basis will be a cost basis equal to the
fair market value of the property received. Kenan v. Commissioner, 114 F.2d 217 (2d Cir.
1940), 1940-2 U.S. Tax Cas. 9635.
80. Polasky, supra note 9, at 1367.
81. The minimum worth legacy should take one of the following forms:
(1) The personal representative is required to satisfy the pecuniary gift either by a
distribution in cash, a distribution in kind, or a distribution partly in cash and partly in
kind, but to the extent a distribution in kind is made, the property so distributed shall be
valued at the lower of its value as of the date of distribution or the value thereof as finally
determined for federal estate tax purposes in the case of assets included in my gross estate,
or the cost basis thereof for federal income tax purposes in the case of assets acquired after
my death.
(2) The personal representative is required to satisfy the pecuniary gift either by a
distribution in cash, a distribution in kind, or a distribution partly in cash and partly in
kind, but to the extent a distribution in kind is made, the property so distributed shall be
valued at the value thereof as finally determined for federal estate tax purposes in the case
of assets included in my gross estate, but as to assets acquired after my death, the cost basis
for federal income tax purposes shall apply instead; provided, however, that the personal
representative, in order to implement the distribution to my wife, must distribute assets
including cash having an aggregate fair market value at the date or dates of distribution
amounting to no less than the amount of this pecuniary gift.
In the first clause, the minimum worth test is applied to each asset distributed, whereas
the second clause applies the test collectively to all assets distributed in kind. Under the
collective asset type of minimum worth legacy, loss may not be realized because it may be
offset by appreciation in other property distributed in kind. In addition, the collective asset
type clause may present additional problems in determining the share of income or interest
due the legacy. For these reasons, the individual asset type clause is thought to be easier to
administer. See R. CovEY, supra note 10.
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or date of distribution value. Any realized loss will be recognized. 2 If the
estate satisfies the pecuniary legacy with appreciated carryover basis property,
gain will be recognized by the estate to the extent the fair market value of
83
such property exceeds its federal estate tax value.
As a result of section 1023, minimization of estate taxation can be better
accomplished through use of the true worth legacy than through use of the
minimum worth legacy. If the minimum worth legacy is amended to avoid
extreme overfunding, the marital deduction may still be overfunded and the
estate will now recognize the same "phantom" gain as in the true worth
legacy. Therefore, the minimum worth legacy is of questionable future value.
D. The Fairly RepresentativeShare Legacy
The personal representative is required, to the extent the pecuniary
gift is satisfied by property distributed in kind, to value the distributed
property at its value as finally determined for federal estate tax
purposes; however, the personal representative shall satisfy the gift by
distributing assets, including cash, which are fairly representative of
the appreciated or depreciated value of all property available for distribution in satisfaction of the bequest, taking into consideration any
gains or losses realized from the sale, prior to distribution of the
marital interest, of any property not specifically, generally, or demonstratively devised.
The addition of this clause to the previously given examples of formula
and non-formula pecuniary bequests specifically satisfies Revenue Procedure
84
64-19, thus qualifying the legacy for the federal estate tax marital deduction.
Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the fairly representative share legacy
was used by state statutes and draftsmen as a safe harbor from Revenue Procedure 64-19. With the enactment of section 1023, this clause may have limited
use in its present form. A problem arises because in the formula pecuniary
bequest, the amount of the bequest is determined by use of federal estate
tax values, while the funding of such bequest is determined by the aggregate
net appreciation or depredation of the assets measured by the difference in
the value at the date of distribution and the basis (now governed by section
1023). This may cause an overfunding of the marital bequest contrary to the
basic philosophy of a formula pecuniary bequest. This problem can be cured
by amending this legacy to account only for the appreciation or depredation
of assets from their Chapter 11 value to their date of distribution value.
Several commentators have expressed the view that a fairly representative
85
share legacy converts the pecuniary bequest into a fractional share legacy.
This is evidenced by the fact that the bequest shares ratably in the apprecia82. Kenan v. Commissioner, 114 F.2d 217 (2d Cir. 1940), 1940-2 U.S. Tax Cas. 9635; Treas.
Reg. §1.661(a)-(2)(f) (1956). See note 58 supra.
83. I.R.C. §1040(a). Because the minimum worth legacy as used in the text is satisfiable
in cash, the bequest is pecuniary in nature and subject to I.R.C. §1040 if satisfied with

appreciated carryover basis property.
84. Rev. Proc. 64-19 §2.02.
85. See, e.g., R. CovEY, supra note 10; Rogovin, The Sound and Fury; Official Views on
Revenue Procedure 64-19, 104 TRUSTS & EsT. 432 (1965).
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tion, depreciation, income, and loss of assets during administration of the
estate. Furthermore, under prior law, the estate did not realize any gain or
loss upon satisfaction of the bequest in kind. G This conversion assumes that
the bequest is not of a fixed or specific sum, but rather of a fractional share
of the estate. The reigning uncertainty as to whether this bequest is fractional or pecuniary, coupled with the difficulty of computation of the amount
of the bequest on an aggregate asset basis, indicates that the use of this legacy
should be avoided as a means of maximizing the estate tax marital deduction.
E. The Specific Asset Legacy
The personal representative is required to satisfy the pecuniary gift
either by a distribution in cash, a distribution of General Motors stock,
or a distribution partly in cash and partly in General Motors stock.
The addition of this clause to the previously given examples of formula
and non-formula pecuniary bequests satisfies Revenue Procedure 64-19. It
qualifies the pecuniary legacy for the federal estate tax marital deduction
because the personal representative is not given discretion in the selection of
assets from which to satisfy the legacy in kind.87
The specific asset legacy, often referred to as a demonstrative legacy,88
does not satisfy the requirements of section 663(a)(1) as a bequest of a specific
sum of money or of specific property because the amount of the bequest
cannot be ascertained under the terms of the will as of the date of death.
This is because a bequest of a dollar amount of a specific asset does not
constitute a specific bequest of money or property. 89 Therefore, the distribution rules of sections 661 and 662 apply.
Under the formula or non-formula specific asset legacy, the estate does
not realize gain or loss by reason of the distribution of the shares of stock
to the surviving spouse because such a distribution in kind is not in satisfaction of a right to receive a distribution of a specific dollar amount or in
specific property other than that distributed.90 Therefore, section 1040 is not
applicable to this "pecuniary" bequest.
As under prior law, the basis of the General Motors stock in the hands of
the surviving spouse will be its fair market value at the time of distribution
to the extent such value is includible in the surviving spouse's gross income. 91
To the extent it is not so includible, it will retain the same basis as in the
92

estate.

One final point with respect to the federal income tax consequences of
86. Rogovin, supra note 85, at 434. Because the position of the Internal Revenue Service
was to treat this as a fractional share legacy, no gain was realized by the estate because the
distribution was not in satisfaction of a fixed amount. This position disregards any consideration of I.R.C. §663(a)(1).
87. Rev. Proc. 64-19 §4.01.
88. T. ATKINSON, HANDBOOK OF TIlE LAW OF ,VII.Ls 735 (2d ed. 1953).
89. Rev. Rul. 72-295, 1972-1 C.B. 197.
90. Id.
91.

Treas. Reg. §l.661(a)-2(f)(3) (1956).

92. Id.
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pecuniary bequests deserves further consideration. That is the applicability
of section 663(a)(1) to these bequests. Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976,
the applicability of this section was not a litigated issue. The Internal Revenue
Service, in interpreting the statutory meaning of "[a]ny amount which, under
the terms of the governing instrument, is properly paid or credited as a gift
or bequest of a specific sum of money or of specific property," has promulgated
Treasury Regulation Section 1.663(a)-l(b)(1). Although not literally required
by the statute, the Service requires that the amount of money or the identity
of the specific property be ascertainable under the terms of a testator's will
as of the date of his death. There is no statutory authority or legislative history
to support this additional requirement. The regulation provides the following example:
A bequest to the decedent's spouse of money or property, to be selected
by the decedent's executor, equal in value to a fraction of the decedent's
"adjusted gross estate" is neither a bequest of a specific sum of money
or of specific property. 93
Thus, a formula pecuniary bequest does not meet the requirements of section
663(a)(1) as interpreted by the Service because the identity of the property
and the amount of money are dependent upon the amount of the deductions allowed by sections 2053 and 2054 to the estate and these deductions
cannot be determined on the date of the decedent's death. The regulation
further provides that it is immaterial that the value of the bequest is determinable after the decedent's death but before the bequest is satisfied,
thus mandating that gain or loss be realized by the estate upon satisfaction
of the bequest in kind. This creates 'the dichotomy of a specific sum of
money vs. a fixed sum of money. 4
Assuming for the moment that the position of the Internal Revenue
Service as stated in Treasury Regulation section 1.663(a)-l is correct, it would
then follow that the non-formula bequests (true worth legacy, minimum worth
legacy, fairly representative share legacy and specific asset legacy) all satisfy
the requirements of section 663(a)(1) because in each case a specific sum of
money as ascertainable under the decedent's will as of the date of his death. A
closer look at these non-formula pecuniary bequests, however, makes this result questionable. In the true worth legacy, the governing instrument entitles
the surviving spouse, for example, to $200,000 satisfiable in cash or in kind.
To the extent the bequest is satisfied in kind, date of distribution values will
be used. Although the identity of the property cannot be ascertained at the
date of death and a bequest of $200,000 of property does not meet the requirements of section 663(a)(l), 95 the bequest does qualify under section
663(a)(1) as a specific sum of money. The surviving spouse is viewed as receiving $200,000 and then purchasing assets from the estate.99 The specific
sum of money cannot be varied after the date of death through a distribu93. Treas. Reg. §1.665(a)-l(b)(1) (1956).
94. Barnett, supra note 47.
95. Rev. Rul. 72-295, 1972-1 C.B. 197.
96. Kenan v. Commissioner, 114 F.2d 217 (2d Cir. 1940), 1940-2 US. Tax Gas. %9635.
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tion in complete satisfaction of the bequest. In the minimum worth legacy,
however, the executor has the discretion to pay the designated amount or
something more, depending upon the fluctuation in value of the property
held by the estate. This would not seem to satisfy the statutory language of a
"specific sum" for purposes of section 663(a)(1), although the amount of
money is ascertainable under the terms of the will as of the date of the decedent's death. In the fairly representative share legacy, if it is a pecuniary
legacy, the amount of money satisfiable in cash is ascertainable at the date
of the decedent's death. As in the minimum worth legacy, the executor has
the discretion to pay the designated amount in cash, or something more or
less, depending upon fluctuation in the value of property held in the estate.
This discretion would not seem to meet the requirements of section 663(a)(1).
In the specific asset legacy, however, the requirements of section 663(a)(1)
would seem to be met because the executor cannot vary the specific sum of
money ascertainable as of the date of decedent's death.
The enactment of section 1040 by the Tax Reform Act of 1976 should
elevate the status of section 663(a)(1) by ensuring that the determination of
the surviving spouse's basis in appreciated carryover basis property received
in satisfaction of a pecuniary bequest will be determined under section 1040
(c) and/or sections 661 and 662.97 Since the only manner in which the surviving
spouse's basis in appreciated carryover basis property may be "stepped-up" in
excess of the section 1040(c) adjustment is through the distribution rules of
sections 661 and 662, it would not be surprising to see the Service take a firm
stand broadening the application of section 663.
F. DiscretionaryAllocation of Basis in Satisfaction of Pecuniary Bequests
As previously noted,98 will provisions generally authorize the personal
representative to retain assets of the estate and permit distribution in cash
or in kind to alleviate the need for forced sales of estate assets. In order to
avoid the realization of gain or loss by the estate upon a distribution in
satisfaction of a pecuniary legacy, will provisions often authorize the personal
representative to fix the value of property distributed in kind or provide for
the use of values as finally determined for federal estate tax purposes. The
Internal Revenue Service was displeased with this opportunity for postmortem planning to minimize estate taxation upon the death of the surviving
spouse and began questioning the allowability of the marital deduction if
such clauses had been used. In order to provide a "safe harbor" rule for estate
planners, Revenue Procedure 64-19 was promulgated.
The enactment of section 1023 by the Tax Reform Act of 1976 offers
additional opportunity for post-mortem planning to minimize the estate taxes
upon the death of the surviving spouse. For example, the executor may satisfy
the pecuniary bequest to the surviving spouse by the allocation of low basis
assets having an aggregate fair market value at the date of distribution
amounting to no less than the amount of the pecuniary bequest as finally
97.
98.

See text accompanying notes 60-61 supra.
See text accompanying notes 28-31 supra.
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determined for federal estate tax purposes.99 The surviving spouse may then
proceed to sell these assets, and her gross estate and the estate taxes assessed
thereon upon her death will be reduced by the capital gains tax paid. Commentators 0 0 have expressed the view that this allocation of low basis assets to
the marital deduction bequest raises considerations similar to those which
led to the promulgation of Revenue Procedure 64-19. It is predicted that the
Internal Revenue Service may attempt to disallow the marital deduction if
the personal representative is given broad discretion in the allocation of high
and low basis assets in satisfaction of pecuniary bequests.
The Internal Revenue Service, under Revenue Procedure 64-19, may disallow the marital deduction if the governing instrument provides for a
pecuniary bequest to be satisfied in kind with assets selected by the executor
and valued at their values for federal estate tax purposes. 1 ' This position is
based upon the contention that the authority in the executor to fix the value
for distribution is a power to divert the property from the control of the
surviving spouse and therefore the interest passing is a non-deductible terminable interest, and that the passing requirement is not satisfied because the
interest passing from the decedent to his surviving spouse would not be
ascertainable as of the date of death. 0 2 It would be a tenuous argument for
the Service to maintain that the allocation of all low basis assets to the
marital bequest is a power to divert the property from the control of the
surviving spouse, inasmuch as the spouse can only realize a reduction in
estate taxes through the sale of these low basis assets and the payment of
income taxes resulting therefrom while alive. If the surviving spouse retains
these low basis assets until her death, no tax savings is accomplished, because
if the estate assets are then sold, the estate's income would be increased, and
if they are not sold, the low basis assets forming a part of her gross estate
will then be valued at their fair market value. 0 3 Funding the marital bequest
with high basis property, on the other hand, would be more beneficial to the
surviving spouse should cash be needed. It would limit the amount of income
taxes payable by the surviving spouse or her estate when these assets are
sold, thereby increasing the income taxes and basis for the residuary estate.
As a result of the enactment of section 1023, many hybrid tax value
pecuniary bequests must be amended to avoid overfunding the marital deduction due to the use of the carryover basis. In order to comply with Revenue
Procedure 64-19, these pecuniary bequests must be satisfied with property
99. As in the case of a minimum worth legacy, this provision satisfies the requirements
of Rev. Proc. 64-19.
100. See Stansbury & Balzek, supra note 73.
101. Rev. Proc. 64-19 §2.01.
102. R. COvEy, supra note 10; Rogovin, supra note 85, at 434. The Internal Revenue
Service did not view the purpose of Rev. Proc. 64-19 as preventing a fiduciary from satisfying
the marital bequest with assets which at the date of distribution have depreciated in value
from their federal estate tax values.
103. I.R.C. §1023(c) provides for an upward adjustment to the basis of the nonmarital
share of the estate for estate and inheritance taxes paid on the net appreciation of such low
basis assets. If high basis assets are allocated to the nonmarital share, this upward adjustment

is reduced because the net appreciation of such asets b less,
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which, if valued at the date of distribution, would be no less than the amount
of the marital deduction. Therefore, any allocation of high or low basis
property will not permit the personal representative the power to divert the
property which qualifies for the marital deduction to someone other than
the surviving spouse. In addition, the competing factors against an all high
or low basis allocation between the surviving spouse and residuary beneficiaries,
as well as fiduciary considerations, should prevent possible abuse in postmortem planning. The intravention of the Internal Revenue Service in this
fiduciary determination would be without statutory authority.
III.

EFFECT OF LOCAL LAW ON SPECIFIC AND PECUNIARY BEQUESTS

A. Specific Bequests
Under the revised Uniform Principal and Income Act, 04 income from
property that is the subject of an outright specific bequest to the surviving
spouse is allocated to that spouse in the absence of a contrary will provision.
The surviving spouse is entitled to the income, including interest, rents, and
dividends, from the date of the decedent's death until distribution of the
property by the executor. The income during administration is subject to
reduction by a pro rata share of income and property taxes, repairs, and
expenses accrued during administration which are attributable to the
property. 10 5 If the specific gift is in trust, the same rule is applicable, but the
10 6
income received by the trustee is treated as income of the trust.
The specific property may be in trust for the benefit of the surviving
spouse, who receives a life estate with a general power of appointment over
the entire interest in trust. The income payable to the surviving spouse must
be payable annually or at more frequent intervals to qualify the interest for
the marital deduction.107 This rather stringent requirement of income distribution is relaxed, however, by treasury regulations. Although the surviving
spouse may not be entitled to income from estate assets for the period of
administration, the marital deduction will not be disallowed unless the
executor is authorized to delay distribution beyond a reasonable period. 08
The Service's position would indicate that a specific gift to the surviving
spouse pursuant to a will making no provision for income to the surviving

104. UNIFORM PRINCIPAL AND INCOME Acr §5(b)(1) (1962). The general rules for the
allocation or apportionment of estate income are determined by local law (see, e.g., Baldwin
v. United States, 214 F. Supp. 16 (E.D. Mo. 1962)) and will not be covered by this article
except where specifically noted. The textual statement, which may be considered as the
general rule at common law, has been widely adopted statutorily. A. Scorr, ABRrGME-NT OF
THE LAW OF TRUSTS §234.1 (1960); FLA. STAT. §738.05(2)(a) (1975).
105. UNIFORM PRINCIPAL AND I:NCOME Acr §5(b)(1) (1962); FLA. STAT. §738.05(2)(a) (1975).
The method to be used to calculate the amount of income tax attributable to the income
from the specific gift is not specified by the statute. UNIFORM PRINCIPAL AND INCOME ACT

§5(b)(1) (1962) only designates "an appropriate portion . . . (excluding capital gains)."
106. UNIFORM PRINCIPAL AND INCOME Acr §5(c) (1962); FLA. STAT. §738.05(3)(c) (1975).
107. I.R.C. §2056(b)(5); Treas. Reg. §20.2056(b)-5(a)(1) (1958).
108. Treas. Reg. §20.2056(b)-5(f)(5) (1958).
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spouse would not disqualify the marital deduction even though the specific
gift was not distributed during administration. 10 9
Although a gift of specific property meets the requirements of section
663(a)(1) and thus avoids income tax consequences, the income from the
specific property itself does not qualify for section 663(a)(1) treatment. 10 If
the income is distributed currently, the surviving spouse must include in
gross income in the taxable year of distribution an amount which bears the
same ratio to distributable net income as the amount distributed bears to
total distributions."' The character of the income distributed, however, is
not altered by the apportionment, but remains the same as in the hands
of the estate. 12 Local law~typically also allocates the income from this property
to the surviving spouse and insures that the income retains its character."13
" For those years in which the income of the specific property is retained
and accumulated, the estate, or more appropriately, the residuary estate, pays
the income tax on the retained income." 4 In a year of distribution, however,
the income to be reported by the survivifig spouse will depend upon the
estate's distributable net income for that year and the ratable portion of the
distributable net income attributable to the income distributed."15 If the
estate has considerable distributable net income for the current year and the
distribution carries out the entire distributable net income, the surviving
spouse will have included in gross income the entire distributable net income
attributable to other current income of the estate. This is required by subchapter J of'the Internal'Revenue Code and the concept of distributable net
income which eliminates the tracing. of income to its source." 6 The distortion
results from the fact that the separate share rule of section 663(c) is not
applicable to estates of decedents."
The Uniform Principal'and Income Act requires that the income attributable to the specific property bear its appropriate share of income taxes." 8 If
the income from the specific property was accumulated in prior years, the
income 'taxes attributable to the specific property in those years and paid by
the estate will reduce the amount of the distribution of income to the spouse
iii the later year. Therefore, the inclusion in gross income by the spouse of
the distributable net income attributable to prior years' income may unfairly
burden the surviving spouse and benefit the residuary estate.
B. PecuniaryBequests
1. Allocation of Income Earned on Estate Assets. At common law an
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.

Treas. Reg. §20.2056(b)-4(a) (1958).
I.R.C. §102(b); treas. Reg. §1.663(a)-l(b)(2)(i) (1956).
I.R.C. §662(a)(2).
I.R.C. §662(b).
Id.; Ti-eas. Reg. §§1.652(b)-2(a) (1956), 1.662(b)-i (1956).

114. "UNIFORM PPINCIPAL-AND INCOME Acr §5(b)(1) (1962); FLA. STAT. §738.05(a) (1975).

115. I.R.C. §662(a)(2).
116. For a detailed'analysis of this'problem see, FERGUSON, FRmLAND, &
nofe 41, at 573.
117. I.R.C. §663(c); Treas. Reg. §1.663(c)-3 (1956).
118.

UNIFORIr PRINCIIP.L A

INCQME Acr §5(b)(1)" (1962).
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outright pecuniary gift was not entitled to a share of the estate income during
administration unless the will provided otherwise, but was entitled to receive
interest beginning one year after the date of death. 119 Under the Uniform
Probate Code, a pecuniary gift bears interest at the legal rate from one year
after appointment of the personal representative until payment, unless a contrary intent is indicated in the will. 12 0 In contrast to the treatment of the

outright pecuniary gift, a pecuniary gift in trust, according to the prevailing
view under local law, is entitled to a share of the income earned by the estate
during administration.121

It is less certain, however, how the modern formula pecuniary gift, the
minimum worth gift, and the fairly representative share gift should be
treated in regard to entitlement to estate income. Jurisdictions which have
considered the matter treat these gifts as pecuniary legacies. 1 22 Because these
gifts are a sum or an amount determined by a formula under the will, a
formula pecuniary gift in trust would be entitled to income of the estate,
whereas a formula pecuniary gift given outright would only be entitled to
interest.
The so-called minimum worth formula gift creates further questions. Although characterized as an amount and therefore a pecuniary gift entitled
only to interest and not to a share of estate income, the amount which the
surviving spouse will ultimately receive is not fixed until final distribution by
the executor. Therefore, the exact amount of interest to be paid will not be
known until distribution, hence making any current interest payments an
uncertain task for the executor. However, it may be administratively feasible
to pay interest from the date of death only on the floor amount or minimum
worth, which is the only amount which the surviving spouse is in all events
entitled to receive. It is also uncertain whether the fairly representative share
pecuniary gift can be considered a sum certain entitled to interest as any
other pecuniary gift. In contrast to the minimum worth gift, the fairly
representative share bequest does not entitle the legatee to an amount payable in all events and thus it presents even greater problems than the minimum worth legacy in determining the amount of interest to which it is entitled. Although this hybrid clause is pecuniary in appearance, it may be
treated in substance as a fractional share of the residue, 23 and for income
purposes, the gift logically should share in the income of the estate rather
than earn interest.
2. Federal Income Tax Consequences of Local Law Allocation. If the
pecuniary gift, formula or non-formula, is entitled to interest after one year
from the date of death rather than a proportionate share of the estate's in119. A. Scorr, supra note 104, §234.2.
120. UNIFORM PROBATE CODE §3-904; contra, FLA.

STAT. §738.05(2)(b) (1975) (pecuniary
bequests not in trust are not entitled to income from the estate during administration and
do not earn interest).
121. A. Scorr, supra note 104, §234.2; FLA. STAT. §738.05(2)(b) (1975).
122. Report of Committee on Probate and Estate Administration, 102 TRUsTs & EsT. 916
(1963) [hereinafter cited as Report of ABA Committee].
123. Polasky, supra note 9, at 832; see text accompanying notes 84-86 supra.
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come during administration, an additional problem can arise concerning the
proper income tax treatment of that payment. Basically, the problem is
whether the payment is an estate distribution subject to the rules of sections
661 and 662, or a true interest payment for the forbearance of money and
deductible by the estate under section 61(a)(4). 124 The problem may in fact
have little consequence to either the estate or the beneficiary if the estate's
distributable net income is sufficient to cover the income distribution, because
the estate has a deduction for the payment in any event and the beneficiary
has income in either case.
The characterization may have some importance for a taxable year other
than the year of termination in which the estate has no taxable income but,
nevertheless, makes a payment to the beneficiary. In this case, if the payment
is in fact true interest, the estate receives a deduction for the payment which
is wasted because it offsets no taxable income, and the beneficiary has gross
income when the estate has no distributable net income. On the other hand,
if the payment is in fact an estate distribution, no income would be reportable
by the beneficiary under section 662 because the estate has no distributable
net income and would not be entitled to a section 661 distribution deduction.1- The Service has taken the position that these payments are considered
interest on an indebtedness rather than distributions of income to both the
26
estate and the beneficiary.
3. Allocation of Federal and State Inheritance and Estate Taxes. With
respect to any gift intended to qualify for the marital deduction, whether of
the formula or non-formula type, it is important to consider the impact of the
federal estate tax and state inheritance and estate taxes allocated under local
law to the particular marital portion.127 The apportionment of these death
taxes becomes significant because the amount of any interest in property
passing to the surviving spouse which qualifies for the marital deduction will
be reduced by any estate, succession, or inheritance tax allocated to the
marital portion.128 So far as federal law is concerned, however, the burden
of the tax on most types of property is left to state law. 29 Unless the instrument directs otherwise, federal law requires the recipient of insurance pro-

124. See FERGUSON, FREELAND,
analysis of this problem.

& STEPHENS,

supra note 41, at 560-69, for a more detailed

125. The Court of Claims adopted this position in Davidson v. United States, 149 F.
Supp. 208 (Ct. CL. 1957). It has been suggested by some authorities that the treatment of
such payments as estate distributions is more consistent with the purpose of Subshapter J.
See FERGUSON, FREELAND & STEPHENS, supra note 41, at 569.
126. Rev. Rul. 73-322, 1973-2 C.B. 44. See also, United States v. Folckemer, 307 F.2d 171
(5th Cir. 1962), 1962-3 U.S. Tax Cas. 9691; Wolf v. Commissioner, 84 F.2d 390 (3d Cir.
1936), 1936-2 U.S. Tax Cas. 9328.
127. See generally Nielsen, Effect of the Tax Clause on the Marital Formula, 50 TR. BULL.
22 (1970).
128. I.R.C. §2056(b)(4)(A); see, e.g., Estate of Ballantine v. Tomlinson, 293 F.2d 311 (5th
Cir. 1961), 1961-2 U.S. Tax Cas. 12,029.
129. Riggs v. del Drago,.317 U.S. 95 -(1942), 1942-2 U.S. Tax Cas. 10,219.
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ceeds" 1° and property subject to a power of appointment, 131 to bear the proportionate federal taxes.
The fact that the marital deduction occasions a reduction in the estate
tax liability does not of itself prevent the marital portion from incurring its
pro rata share of these taxes. 13 2 In the absence of state law which would clearly
exempt the marital deduction from reduction for its proportionate share of
the death taxes, a will containing a gift designed to qualify for the marital
deduction should make certain that death taxes are not charged against the
marital portion unless specifically intended by the testator. This can be
accomplished by an explicit direction in a tax clause naming the source of
payment of these taxes in order to prevent any possible reduction of the
marital deduction.'33
If there is no local law on the apportionment of death taxes, the estate
tax generally falls on the residuary estate." 4 In the case of a gift of specific
property or a pecuniary gift qualifying for the marital deduction, no reduction of the marital deduction would then occur if the residue was sufficient
5
to pay all the death taxes.3"
In a jurisdiction having an apportionment act
similar to the revised Uniform Estate Tax Apportionment Act, a specific gift
or a pecuniary gift may bear its proportionate share of the tax in the absence
of a contrary provision in the will.136 To the extent that the specific or pecuniary gift qualifies for the marital deduction, the property is not subject
to the death tax burden 137 and hence no reduction of the deduction occurs.
IV.

THE FRACTIONAL SHARE OF THE RESIDUE BEQUEST

A. Introduction
Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1976, one of the principal advantages of
using the fractional share of the residue as a marital deduction was that it
could avoid many of the tax problems inherent in a formula pecuniary bequest. A distribution from an estate of a fractional share of the residue avoids
130.

I.R.C. §2206.

131. I.R.C. §2207.
132. Y.M.C.A. v. Davis, 264 U.S. 47 (1924), 1 U.S. Tax Cas. 89.
133. A direction in the will as to the allocation of death taxes would seem to be required
to prevent the uncertainty of allowing the issue of tax allocation to be left to local law in a
jurisdiction with no statutory direction as to such allocation or one in which questions of
statutory construction and authority are not settled. See, e.g., Estate of Robinson v. United
States, 518 F.2d 1105, 1975-2 U.S. Tax Cas. J13,080 (9th Cir. 1975); Estate of Rice, 41 T.C.
344 (1963), aff'd sub nom; Boston Save & Tr. Co., 345 F.2d 625 (1st Cir. 1965).
134. See Commissioner's Prefatory Note, UNIFORM ESTATE TAX APPORTiONMENT Act
(1964). As of the present time, the majority of the states, however, have adopted ratable
apportionment.
135. But see Estate of Stevens, 36 T.C. 184 (1961) (where the probate estate is insufficient
to pay all the taxes, the rule of abatement requires an apportionment of the marital portion
for payment of taxes and thus requires a reduction of the marital deduction).
136. UNIFORM ESTATE TAX APPORTIONMENT ACr §§2, 4 (1964); but see FLA. STAT. §733.817
(1)(a) (1975) (the residue bears the net amount of the tax attributable to the specific devise
or general devise in nonresiduary form).
137. UNIFORM ESTATE TAX APPORTIONMENT AcT §5(a), (e) (1964).
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the recognition of gain or loss if the fractional share consists of assets of the
estate which have appreciated or depreciated in value, because a fraction of
the residue is not a fixed sum or amount which is satisfied by the distribution.13 The residuary beneficiaries share in the income from the estate
assets, whether the gift is outright or in trust, as well as in the appreciation
or depreciation of these assets during administration.
Notwithstanding these advantages, the fractional share of the residue can
create difficulties with respect to making partial distributions of both income
and principal during administration.139 The problem is due to the fact that
neither the amount of residue eventually distributed nor the proportionate
interests of the residuary beneficiaries can be determined at the time these
partial distributions are made. Further difficulties with the fractional share
have been created by the Tax Reform Act of 1976. Complicated basis adjustments to appreciated carryover basis property are required by section 1023,
thus making estate distributions more troublesome.
B. The FractionalShare
A skeletal example of the fractional share testamentary gift to the surviving

spouse may provide:
If my wife, Marsha Rose, survives me, I give all the rest of my estate
as follows:
(a) one-half to my beloved wife, Marsha Rose;
(b) the balance after payment of all federal and state death taxes to
my children.
Because of the fluctuation in value of the assets used to satisfy the bequest
and the uncertainty of the amounts ultimately used to discharge the obligations of the estate, the actual amount to be received by the surviving spouse
will not be determined until final settlement of the estate. Additionally, the
amount of the fractional share and the section 2056 deduction will vary
according to how the residue is defined.
There are three possible ways of defining the residue.140 The first of these,
the gross residue, is the maximum possible residue and consists of all assets
disposed of by the decedent's will, excluding specific bequests and devises.' 44
The second possibility, the pre-tax residue, is defined as the residue remaining
after payment of specific legacies, debts, and expenses, but before payment of
138. Treas. Reg. §1.661(a)-2(f)(1) (1956); Rev. Rul. 72-295, 1972-1 C.B. 197; Rev. Rul.
55-117, 1955-1 C.B. 233; Rev. Rul. 68-49, 1968-1 C.B. 301; Rev. Rul. 60-87, 1960-1 C.B. 286.
139. For a comprehensive discussion of the problems and methods of handling principal
and income partial distributions during administration see Dole, A Technique for Making
Distributions from Principal and Income to Residuary Beneficiaries During Administration
of Estates-with Application to Trusts, 79 HAv. L. REv. 765 (1966); Kurtz, Allocation of
Increases and Decreases to Fractional Share Marital Deduction Bequests, 8 Ra.AL Paop.,
PROB., & TR. J. 450 (1973); Levin, Allocation of Income and Changes in Asset Values to
Testamentary Fractional Gifts, 49 TEMP. L. Rav. Q. 14 (1975).
140. See Casner, Marital Deduction Gifts, 99 TRusTs & EsT. 190 (1960); Friedman &
Wheeler, Marital Deduction Formula Clauses, 106 TRusrs & EST. 799 (1967).
141. Casner, supra note 140, at 190; see also 1 A. CASNER, supra note 2, at, 798.
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taxes. 142 The third alternative, the clear or true or after-tax residue, consists
only of those assets remaining after payment of specific bequests, debts, ex43

penses, and taxes.1

The least valuable share of the residuary estate in terms of net worth to
the surviving spouse will be the clear or true residue if the nonmarital share
is charged with payment of the administrative expenses, debts, and death
taxes.' 44 With the true residue fraction, the final amount of the marital deduction and the marital gift cannot be computed until expenses of administration
and estate taxes are determined. This creates a problem because death taxes,
whether as an item of expenses or not, cannot be determined until the marital
deduction is computed.1 45 This circular problem is only resolved by means
of an interdeterminable algebraic formula. The difficulty can be avoided,
however, by defining the residue as one constituted before payment of the
death taxes.' 40
C.

The FormulaFractionalShare

The amount of property passing to the surviving spouse under a fractional
share of the residue will not assure attainment of the maximum available
marital deduction without the possibility of over- or underfunding the gift.
In contrast, the formula fractional share consists of a fraction containing a
specifically defined numerator and denominator. The numerator of the fraction results in an amount equal to the maximum marital deduction using the
language of section 2056, reduced by the value of all other property passing,
other than by the will, to the surviving spouse which qualifies for the marital
deduction. The denominator of the formula fractional share can vary depending upon the estate planner's choice of definition for the decedent's
residuary estate with the possibilities being the same as those used for the
fractional share. The following is an example of a formula fractional share
marital gift:
If my wife survives me, I give to her the following fractional share of
my residuary estate: the numerator of the fraction shall be the maximum
marital deduction allowable in determining the federal estate tax payable by reason of my death reduced by all items, valued at federal estate
tax values, in my gross estate which qualify for the marital deduction
and which pass or have passed to my spouse (the words "pass or have
passed" shall have the same meaning as these words have under the
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code in effect at my death) under
provisions of this will, by right of survivorship, under settlement arrangements relating to life insurance proceeds, and otherwise than
under this fractional share gift. If this amount is more than necessary,
along with credits and other deductions, to eliminate my federal estate
tax, then the above amount shall be reduced so that it is equal to the
amount for purposes of the federal estate tax marital deduction
142. Casner, supra note 140, at 190.
143. Id.
144. Id. at 192.
145. See I.R.C. §2056(b)(1)(4).
146. See, Casner, supra note 1.40, at 192.
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necessary to eliminate such federal estate tax. The denominator of the
fraction shall be the value of my residuary estate, using values as finally
determined for federal estate tax purposes.- 7
The fund against which the fraction is ultimately applied is the residue
available at the date of distribution as defined in the denominator of the
fraction. The net effect of application of the fraction, whether the denominator takes the form of the gross residue, the pre-tax residue, or the
true residue, is always the same when applied to the residuary fund. For
example, assume the numerator of the formula results in an amount equal
to y, the gross residue is an amount equal to a, the pre-tax residue is an
amount equal to b, and the true residue is an amount equal to c. Whether
the residuary estate is equal to a, b, or c, the marital deduction will always be
y, as shown below:
Gross Residuary:
Pre-Tax Residuary:
True Residuary:

Y
a
b
Y
=

* a,= y
* b

=

y

0 c=y

D. Estate Distributionsto the FractionalShare:
Gain or Loss to the Estate or Spouse
Neither the formula fractional share nor the fractional share is a gift of a
specific sum of money or specific property within the meaning of section
663(a)(1). 148 Consequently, the distribution of estate assets in satisfaction of the
fractional share or formula fraction share will be subject to the general distribution rules of sections 661 and 662.149 In a year in which the estate has no
distributable net income, a distribution of the residuary gift to the surviving
spouse may be characterized as a true bequest, devise, or inheritance within
the meaning of section 102(a) because the fair market value of the distribution
is not includible in the gross income of the surviving spouse. 50
On the other hand, to the extent that the estate has distributable net income
for the current year in which the distribution is made, the surviving spouse
will be required to include in gross income, upon receipt of the residuary gift,
a ratable portion of distributable net income.151 As a result of this distribution,
the estate would be entitled to a deduction pursuant to section 661 to be applied
against its own taxable income.
147. 1 A.

CASNER,

supra note 2, at 487 (Supp. 1975); 3 J. RABKIN

LEGAL FORMS wITH TAx ANALYSIS

& M. JOHNSON, CURRENT

7-2009 (1977).

148. Treas. Reg. § 1.663(a)-l(b)(2)(iii) (1956).
149. For a thorough examination of estate distributions see Freeland, supra note 59.
150. Treas. Reg. §1.661(a)-2(f)(1) (1956); Rev. Rul. 72-295, 1972-1 C.B. 197; Rev. Rul.

60-87, 1960-1 C.B. 286; Rev. Rul. 55-117, 1955-1 C.B. 233.
151. I.R.C. §662; see, e.g., Hazel K. Carlisle, 165 F.2d 645 (6th Cir. 1948), 1948-1 U.S.
Tax Cas. 9171.
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There are dispositions of estate property which are not subject to sections
661 and 662 which may be characterized as neutral transactions. Any real
property that passes directly to the beneficiary from the decedent under local
law and is only being held by the executor in the residue for potential claims
or expenses will not result in gross income to the surviving spouse or a deduction to the estate upon distribution. 152 Additionally, items of income in respect
of a decedent are subject to their own special rules under section 691. Since
these items are included in gross income only when received, a distribution
of income with respect to a decedent is a neutral disposition, resulting in neither
gain nor loss to the estate. 15 3
Considered by estate planners as its most advantageous characteristic, the
fractional share, whether formula or nonformula, allows a distribution of appreciated property in kind without ordinarily giving rise to gain or loss to the
estate. The distribution is merely a transfer of a proportionate part of each
asset of the estate. Accordingly, there can be no satisfaction of a specific sum
or amount to trigger a realization and recognition of gain or loss; hence the
fundamental principle of Kenan and section 1040 have no application to this
marital gift.
There are, however, some instances in which gain or loss may be
recognized by the estate as -well as by the surviving spouse. For example, gain
or loss can result from a disposition of section 1245 or section 1250 property
by the estate in a distribution in satisfaction of the fractional share. Generally,
'' 1
these recapture sections provide amnesty for certain "transfers at death. 4
Transfers which do not trigger the recapture gain are limited to instances in
which specific property is disposed of in a section 663(a)(1) gift 5' or in which
an estate distribution is made in a taxable year when the estate has no distributable net income. 156 In these cases the property receives a transferred
carryover basis under section 1023, with a retained section 1245 or 1250 recomputed basis.15 7 If the estate's distributable net income is equal to or
greater than the fair market value of the property and the surviving spouse is
required to include a ratable share of such distributable net income in gross
income, 158 the transfer will be treated as a disposition fully subject to recapture of depreciation because the beneficiary takes a fair market value basis
in the property received. 58 Therefore, ordinary income must be recognized
at the time of distribution by the estate or the recapture income will never
be recognized. Because the surviving spouse must include the full fair market
value of the property in income, the distribution by the estate is analogous
to a sale of the recapture property to the spouse. A disposition of section 1245
152. Treas. Reg. §l.661(a)-2(e), T.D. 7287, 1973-2 C.B. 210; Rev. Rul. 68-49, 1968-1 C.B.
304.
153. I.R.C. §691(a)(2).
154. I.R.C. §§1245(b)(2), 1250(d)(2).
155. Treas. Reg. §§1.1245-4(b)(1) (1965), 1.1250-3(b)(1) (1971). However, the property
will take a transferred carryover basis under I.R.C. §1023 instead of I.R.C. §1014(a).
156. Treas. Reg. §§1.1245-4(b)(1) (1965), 1.1250-3(b)(1) (1971).
157. Treas. Reg. §1.661(a)-2(f)(3) (1956).
158. Id.; Freeland, supra note 59, at 78-84.
159. Treas. Reg. §1.661(a)-2(f)(3) (1956); Freeland, supra note 59, at 78-84.
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or 1250 property thus results in recognition of ordinary income to the estate
equal to the excess of the lesser of the fair market value of the property or
60
This
the recomputed basis of the property over the, estate's adjusted basis.
income.
net,
distributable
estate's
the
increase
phantom gain will accordingly
Section 1023 now provides that the basis of property acquired from a decedent dying after December 31, 1976, will be the adjusted basis of the property
to the decedent further adjusted as provided in that section. As a result
of sections 1023 and 1040, an estate distribution of recapture property in
satisfaction of a fractional share of the residue will result in more taxable
gain to the estate than a distribution of the same property in satisfaction of a
pecuniary bequest in a year having a large amount of distributable net income. The reason for this result is that under section 1040, if an executor
distributes section 1245 properiy to the surviving spouse in satisfaction of a
pecuniary bequest, the gain to be recognized as section 1245 ordinary income
will be only that taken as depreciation by the estate or other beneficiaries subsequent to the date of death. Section 1040(a) will recognize only the gain
realized on the distribution equal to the difference between the fair market
value at the date of distribution and the value of the property for estate tax
purposes. The property will receive a transferred recomputed basis consisting
of any remaining recomputed section 1245 basis lurking in the property, in16 1
Thus, any
creased by the gain recognized by the estate on the distribution.
surviving
by
the
be
recognized
will
the
property
in
gain
lurking section 1245
property.
the
of
disposition
a
subsequent
spouse rather than the estate on
The potential for recognition of ordinary income by the estate as a result
of a distribution of recapture property in satisfaction of a fractional bequest
is present in any year in which the estate has distributable net income. If
the value of the property is only partially included in the gross income of
the surviving spouse, the distribution is considered to be two separate distributions of the property. 162 The portion of the property which is not included in gross income will take a transferred basis under section 1023, but
that part which is included in gross income will result in a proportionate dis16 3
This "phantom" gain
position within the appropriate recapture provisions.
increases distributable net income, thereby increasing the taxable income of
the surviving spouse as a result of the distribution. The newly-generated
estate. This
taxable income accordingly increases the recapture income of the
164 place.
takes
recapture
complete
a
until
continue
spiral could
Gain or loss to the estate could also occur as a result of a distribution of
assets pursuant to a fractional formula share in a manner other than by disposition of a pro rata share of each asset. 65- If the formula fraction is applied
160. I.R.C. §§1245(a)(1), 1250(a)(1).
161. I.R.C. §1040(c).
162. Freeland, supra note 59, at 78-84.
163. Treas. Reg. §1.661(a)-2(f)(3) (1956); Rev. Rul. 64-314, 1964-2 C.B. 167. This regulation
states that the property receives a §1014 basis; however, this will probably be. amended to
include a §1023 basis.
164. See Freeland, supra note 59, at 78-84; Old Colony Trust v. Commissioner, 279 U.S.
716 (1929), 1 U.S. Tax Cas. U408.
165. 1 A. CASNER, supra note 2, at 805-06.
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to the gross residue, it has been argued that the amount resulting from such
application gives the surviving spouse a claim upon the estate for a fixed
amount determined by the value of that interest on the appropriate valuation date. 161 This is based on the principle that each item in the residue
should be allocated between the marital and non-marital share on the basis
of the fraction established by operation of the formula provision.167 If the
executor allocates specific assets to the marital share and the balance to the
non-marital share rather than distributing a fraction of each asset to each
share, gain to the estate could result equal to the excess of the fair market
value of the assets distributed to the spouse over the fractional part of the
basis of each asset determined under section 1023.168 The gain potential is
greater under section 1023 because the property does not receive a step-up in
basis at death and the unrealized appreciation in the property is preserved.
The problem of determining the amount of gain is compounded by the
basis adjustments required by section 1023. Besides the adjustments to appreciated carryover basis property6 9 required to be made by the executor
under section 1023(d) and (h), additional adjustments must also be made.
The federal and state estate taxes attributable to appreciation in the value
of the property,170 as well as the state succession taxes paid by the recipient
of each asset which are attributable to net appreciation, increase the basis
of the property.17' With respect to property passing to the surviving spouse,
however, no adjustment is authorized to the extent that the property escaped
federal and state estate taxation because the marital deduction was allowed
under section 2056.172 Consequently, the executor may have to determine a
bifurcated basis for each asset of the estate to the extent that the property is
allocated between the marital and non-marital portions on the basis of the
formula fraction. One can only imagine the great difficulty present in funding
the fractional formula share due to the uncertainty with respect to computing
a section 1023 basis for each asset of the estate.
When distributions are in fact made as a fractional interest in each asset,
the question arises whether the basis of a particular asset, with the adjustments
attributable only to the taxes imposed on the non-marital share, must be
allocated pursuant to the formula fraction. This could result in the marital
portion receiving a share of the benefit of the section 1023(c) step-up adjustment to the basis of the asset although it received the property free of tax.
If property is distributed in fractional shares and the non-marital share receives its portion with a higher basis as a result of the section 1023(c) adjustments, the further question arises whether there has then been an equal
distribution of assets. Certainly property is worth less to the beneficiary when it
166.
167.
168.

Id.
R. CovEy, supra note 10, at 29; Rev. Rul. 69-486, 1969-2 C.B. 159.
R. CovEY, supra note 10, at 29; Rev. Rul. 69-486, 1969-2 C.B. 159; see also I A.

CASNER, supra note 2, at 804-05.

169.

I.R.C. §1023(b).

170.
171.
172.

I.R.C. §1023(c).
I.R.C. §1023(e).
I.R.C. §1023(f)(4)(A), (B).
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has a lower basis because of the lurking tax liability on a potential sale.
Nothing appears in the legislative history of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 that
indicates how these problems should be handled.
The basis problem may not be avoided by permitting the executor to
allocate specific assets with different bases in satisfaction of the marital fractional share, in place of a distribution of a fractional share of each asset in
the estate. The Service has taken the position that a non-pro rata distribution
of trust property is to be treated as a taxable exchange made by the recipients. 173 However, it is not settled whether such gain would also arise if
the trust instrument or local law indicates how the distribution is to be
made. 1 4- It would seem to follow from the Service's position that if the distribution must be made on a pro rata basis, it will have to be made in such
a manner as to give a proportionate basis to the non-marital and marital
share. However, as previously noted, section 1023(0(4) creates a problem with
respect to proportionate basis distribution because the non-marital share will
have a higher basis than the marital share. Hence a distribution of property
with equal distribution date values but with different bases may in effect
result in unequal allocation of property because of the potentiality of tax
liability upon subsequent disposition of the assets. 7 5 Furthermore, if the
executor is given the discretion in a formula clause to allocate high or low
basis property to the fractional share of the spouse, the executor would in
effect be indirectly determining the value of the property received by the
spouse, and even the value of the gross estate of the survivor, because, if low
basis property is distributed to the spouse, a sale of the assets would result
in taxable gain to the spouse and thereby reduce her estate by the taxes
thereon. 76 Because of these problems concerning the basis of the spouse's
marital gift, it would not be surprising for the Service to require a distribution of property pursuant to a formula fractional share as a fractional share
of each asset. Thus a distribution on other than a pro rata basis would
generate gain to the estate as previously indicated if the formula fraction as
applied to the residue fixed an amount due the spouse. This result would be
more disastrous to the estate because of the gain potential inherent in section
1023 basis. This result would not be present in a formula pecuniary bequest
because section 1040 allows the realized gain equal to the excess of the estate
tax value over the section 1023 basis to go unrecognized. Accordingly, the
Service may be more concerned about the proper basis allocation with respect
to a fractional formula share than with a pecuniary formula bequest.
Assuming that a fractional share of each probate asset is distributed to the
surviving spouse pursuant to the fractional bequest, there is a further
possibility of taxable gain to the beneficiaries rather than the estate if a
subsequent exchange of interests take place between the estate beneficiaries.
For example, it may not be desirable for the beneficiaries to hold title to real
173. Rev. Rul. 69-486, 1969-2 C.B. 159.
174. See 1 A. CAsNER, supra note 2, at 804-06.
175. See Roberts 8- Muller, Constructive Receipt of Income by Estates and Trusts Through
Distributionsin Kind to Beneficiaries,4 TAx L. REv. 372, 377-78 (1949).

176.

See text accompanying notes 98-101 supra.
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property as tenants in common according to their respective fractional interests in the estate. In an exchange between the surviving spouse and other
respective residuary beneficiaries, taxable gain or loss to the surviving spouse
may result equal to the difference between the fair market value of the fractional interest in the property received in exchange for property in which the
spouse 177 may have a low carryover basis unadjusted by section 1023(c). The
tax liability resulting from this transaction may be an undesirable aspect of
the formula fractional share. If it is advantageous to reduce the amount of
property in the surviving spouse's estate, however, the tax paid on the transaction would further decrease the value of her gross estate.
E. Basis of Property Distributed
When a distribution of principal or income from an estate is made pursuant to a fractional formula share, the basis of the property received by the
surviving spouse will be governed by section 1023, with an additional stepup in basis to the extent of the spouse's ratable share of the estate's distributable net income which is included in his income in the taxable year of distribution. 171 To the extent of distributable net income, it may still be possible
for the surviving spouse to receive a stepped-up basis even after the Tax Reform Act of 1976. Although the assets attributable to the marital deduction
share do not receive a step-up adjustment under section 1023(c), if a partial
distribution of property is made to the surviving spouse in a taxable year
when distributable net income equals or exceeds the fair market value of the
property distributed, the basis of the property received will be the fair market
value at the date of distribution. 17 9 Essentially, the basis in the property
becomes a tax cost basis for the reason that an amount equal to the fair market
value of the property must be included in the spouse's gross income.180 This
result may be a high price tag for a step-up in basis; however, it may now be
one reason to make selective partial distributions from an estate if the
transferee spouse is in a relatively low tax bracket in a year prior to termination of the estate.' 8 ' In the final year of distribution, it is likely that either the
amount of the estate's distributable net income will not exceed the fair market
value of the assets distributed or that the estate will have no distributable
net income. Because the surviving spouse will only include a pro rata portion
of the distributable net income, the basis in the property received will be
182
characterized as part section 1023 and part tax cost basis.
When property is received by the surviving spouse pursuant to a fractional formula share, the holding period of that property under section 1223
may become important for capital gain purposes if it is necessary to liquidate
177.

Rev. Rul. 69-486, 1969-2 C.B. 159.

178. Treas. Reg. §l.661(a)-2(f)(3) (1956).
179. Id.
180. Treas. Reg. §1.61-2(d)(2)(i) (1957).
181. Treas. Reg. §1.661(a)-2(f)(3) (1956); Rev. Rul. 69-486, 1969-2 C.B. 159; Rev. Rul.
64-314, 1964-2 C.B. 167; Rev. Rul. 72-359, 1972-2 C.B. 478.
182. Treas. Reg. §1.661(a)-2(f)(3) (1956); Rev. Rul. 64-314, 1964-2 C.B. 167; see Freeland,
supra note 59, at 63-68.
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any of the assets received. Because the basis of property received from a decedent is now a carryover basis under section 1023, the spouse can tack the
holding period of the decedent. 83 On the other hand, if the property
distributed receives a tax cost basis equal to the fair market value at the
date of distribution, tacking of holding periods is not available, and the
surviving spouse must hold the property for nine or twelve months (depending
upon the year in question) for capital gain treatment. 84 This may be disadvantageous to the spouse who needs to liquidate assets at capital gain
rates for living expenses or income tax payments. When the property distributed receives a part carryover basis and part tax cost basis, the gain or
loss resulting from an immediate distribution after receipt of a capital asset
from a decedent may be partly ordinary income and partly capital gain.
F. Allocation of Income and Appreciationand Depreciation
Unlike a pecuniary formula bequest, the formula and non-formula fractional share of the residue share in both income18 5 from and appreciation
and depreciation of the estate assets. Besides fixing the amount of the marital
deduction for purposes of section 2056, the fraction may also determine the
amount of the principal and income of the estate allocated to the marital and
non-marital shares. Among the methods used to define the residuary estate
against which the fraction is applied are the gross share, the pre-tax share,
and the clear or true residue186 Each method allocates to the surviving spouse
a proportionate share of estate income according to her pro rata interest in
the residue as defined.
When the gross residue method is utilized, the least amount of income
and realized and unrealized appreciation or depredation is allocated to the
marital share because the gross residue produces the largest denominator and
the greatest fund against which the fraction may be applied. 8 7 The true
residue method, accordingly, will produce the greatest allocation to the
marital share of income and gains or losses because this method results in
the smallest denominator.' For example, assume the numerator of the formula
clause (which produces the maximum marital deduction) is equal to 50, the
expenses of administration and debts of the decedent amount to 5, and the
estate taxes are 25 on a gross estate valued at 105. The gross residue method
would allocate income of the estate, assumed to be 10, to the marital share
as follows:
50 x
10 = 4.76
105

183. I.R.C. §1223(2). I.R.C. §1223(11) is not applicable because the statutory reference
is to I.R.C. §1014 and not I.R.C. §1023.

184. I.R.C. §1222(3).
185. A. Scorr, supra note 104, §234.2.
186.

See text accompanying notes 140-146 supra.

187.

See Polasky, supra note 9, at 844-45.

188.

Id.
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The pre-tax residue method allocates the income as follows:
50 50 x
10 =5

(105-5)
The true residue method operates as follows:
50 50

x 10 = 6.66

(105-5-25)
Because taxes and expenses are usually directed by the will to be satisfied from the non-marital share when a formula fractional share is employed,
the utilization of the true residue method attributes part of the income on
assets used to satisfy taxes and expenses to the marital share, although this
part logically should be allocated entirely to the non-marital portion. 189 Until
all the debts, administration expenses, general legacies, and taxes are paid,
the surviving spouse will receive the appreciation or depreciation and income
on a part of the estate in which the fractional share really has no interest,
that being the portion used to pay the estate obligations. 190 If a pre-tax
formula is utilized, a larger portion of the estate income and gains or losses,
realized or unrealized, as allocated to the non-marital share than would be
realized by it after payment of taxes, 191 because such payment substantially
reduces the non-marital share and makes it a smaller percentage of the residue.'?9 Because of this distortion of the proportionate interests in the estate
caused by the unequal apportionment of death taxes charged against the
non-marital share, the allocation ratio should be adjusted after taxes are
paid. 93 If this is done, the respective interest of the non-marital share in the
residue is reduced to reflect its reduction for payment of taxes. 94 Accordingly,
its share of income and gains or losses is properly reduced.
One of the principal objections to the formula fractional share is the
problem encountered by fiduciaries if non-pro rata distributions of principal
or income are made. When such a distribution is made, the respective interests of the marital and non-marital shares in the residue are altered, and
if the same fraction as originally determined by the formula is applied to the
residue as finally constituted, an overfunding of one interest may occur. 9 5
Several methods of altering the original fraction have been created to adjust
for the changing fractional interest of the shares in the case of non-pro rata
distributions. 96 As a result of their complexity, however, many fiduciaries
are still reluctant to make such distributions.' 97 Nevertheless, variations in the
financial needs of the surviving spouse during any extended period of estate
administration as well as the income tax advantages available to the estate
and the spouse by making frequent principal and income distributions are
lost if no distributions are made.
189.
190.
191.

Id,; Levin, supra note 139, at 29.
Friedman & Wheeler, sup-ra note 140, at 800.
See Report of ABA Committee, supra note 122, at 923.

192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.

R. COVEY, supra note 10, at 25.
Kurtz, supra note 139, at 458-59.
Levin, supra note 139, at 29.
Id. at 16-17.
See note 139 supra.
See Polasky, supra note 9, at 852.
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G. Allocation of Federaland State Inheritance and Estate Taxes
Like the allocation of death taxes to pecuniary marital bequests, the
estate tax burden, if a formula fractional marital gift is used, must also be
placed upon the non-marital share; otherwise, the marital deduction and the
resultant net worth of the gift will be reduced.198 As indicated above, it is
this unequal apportionment of death taxes which causes many of the principal
and income allocation problems with respect to the formula fractional share.
Apportioning these taxes pro rata among all residuary beneficiaries would
alleviate the allocation difficulties with respect to asset values and income
earned during administration, but at the cost of a reduction in the maximum

marital deduction.
Under the revised Uniform Estate Tax Apportionment Act, no part of the
estate tax is apportioned to the marital gift if it qualifies for the marital deduction and does not exceed the maximum allowable deduction (unless a
contrary intent is indicated in the will).1 99 If the property passing to the
spouse exceeds the maximum marital deduction, the excess will be subject
to estate tax and will bear its proportionate share of the death taxes in the
absence of a tax clause directing otherwise. A tax clause in the will designed
to obtain the maximum marital deduction should make certain that the
marital bequest is not burdened with any death taxes in order to avoid a
consequent reduction of the amount of the gift.
V.

COMPARISONs BETWEEN THE FORMULA PECUNIARY BEQUEST AND THE
FoRMULA FRACTIONAL SHARE

20 0

Before comparing the formula pecuniary bequest with the formula fractional share, it is necessary to compare the different types of each of these

bequests. Of the three types of formula fractional shares, the pre-tax residue
is preferable to the true residue if an adjustment to the formula fraction is
made to correct for non-proportional distributions from the residue in payment of federal and state estate taxes. 201 The true residue fraction, if used to
determine the amount of income, realized gains or losses, and unrealized
appreciation and depreciation, allocates to the marital share a greater portion
than its actual interest in the residuary estate because the gift includes the
appreciation and income on a part of the estate in which it has no interest.
The pre-tax residue fraction, with an adjustment to reflect the interest in
the residue after payment of these taxes, properly takes into consideration the
effect of payment of taxes which are the sole obligation of the non-marital
share. Therefore, the pre-tax residue will be used as representative of the
formula fractional share bequest.
198. See text accompanying notes 127-133 supra.
199. UNIFORM ESTATE TAX APPORTIONMENT ACr §5 (1964). But see FLA. STAT. §733.817
(1)(a) (1975), which requires that the residuary bear the estate tax attributable to specific and
nonresiduary gifts. To that extent, the marital deduction gift in the residuary estate will be
reduced because the residue as a whole will bear that burden. I.R.C. §2056(b)(4)(A).
200. In making this comparison, an attempt is made to maximize 'the allowable marital
deduction and at the same time avoid an overqualification of the bequest so as to minimize
the estate tax burden on both the estate of the decedent and the surviving spouse.

201.

See text accompanying notes 145-146 supra. But sea R. CovXY, supra note 10, at 53.
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There are basically three types of formula pecuniary bequests: the true
worth legacy, the minimum worth legacy, and the fairly representative share
legacy. Many commentators have expressed the view that a fairly representative share legacy is a fractional share because the income tax consequences
of funding the bequest, as well as the estate administration of this bequest,
resemble a fractional share .20 2 The enactment of sections 1023 and 1040 now
raise further questions as to whether this legacy is a pecuniary or fractional
share bequest. This uncertainty should make it an undesirable choice in
planning a marital deduction bequest, and therefore the true worth and
minimum worth legacies will be used as representative of the formula
pecuniary bequest.
A. Advantages of the FormulaPecuniary Bequest
The formula pecuniary bequest is easier to administer and easier to
express than the formula fractional share. It avoids problems with respect
to the allocation of income, gains, and losses that are present with the
fractional share, and provides the executor with flexibility to determine what
assets will be in the surviving spouse's gross estate. The pecuniary bequest
also avoids problems inherent in the fractionalization of each residuary asset
present in the fractional share. Additionally, the executor is faced with less
difficulty in calculating the section 1023 carryover basis of each asset.
The formula pecuniary bequest will generally minimize the estate tax due
upon the death of the surviving spouse because appreciation in value of
assets during administration will not be distributed to the surviving spouse
as in the fractional share, and, if the estate assets depreciate in value during
administration, an election under section 2032 to use the applicable alternate
valuation date can mitigate any disadvantages of the pecuniary bequest. If
the estate has insufficient funds to satisfy either the pecuniary bequest or the
fractional share, the fractional share is satisfied only after all non-residuary
gifts, while the pecuniary bequest will either be treated as a specific legacy
or share pro rata with other general legacies, depending upon local law.
Finally, the enactment of section 1023 as applicable to pecuniary bequests
provides greater opportunities for post-mortem tax planning.
B. Advantages of the Formula FractionalShare
One of the tax advantages of the formula fractional share arises because
a distribution of a gift that includes appreciated carryover basis property
will not generally result in gain to the estate if the distribution is made as a
fractional share of each asset. However, the price paid for avoiding gain upon
the distribution by the estate is a deferral of taxation until either the death
of the surviving spouse or a taxable disposition of the property by the spouse
during life. This deferral operates to tax the appreciation in the property
not at capital gain rates, but rather at estate tax rates in excess of capital gain
2 03
rates in the survivor's estate.
202. See note 81 supra.
203. See R. COVEY. supra note 10, at 33; Friedman & Wheeler, supra note 140, at 802.
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The fractional share willbe more advantageous than the pecuniary bequest
if section 1040(c) limits the basis of the pecuniary bequest to a carryover
basis increased only by the gain recognized to the estate on a distribution. A
distribution of assets pursuant to a fractional share can effectuate a step-up in
basis as a result of the inclusion by the spouse under section 661 of distributable net income fully covering the value of the property. Of course, this
feature depends on the survivor's tax bracket and is only advantageous if the
tax incurred by the spouse is worth the ability to take depreciation deductions on this property against future income of the spouse.
The fractional formula share can also avoid the possibility of a conflict
between the spouse and the other residuary beneficiaries that could arise if
the executor has discretion to allocate property with a high or low basis to
the pecuniary formula marital bequest. The fractional formula gift in all
likelihood will be deemed to transfer a fractional share of each estate asset,
reflecting only that portion of the section 1023 basis adjustments applicable
to the non-marital share.
Notwithstanding these advantages, the fractional formula share is wrought
with far too many complexities and uncertainties concerning the proper
basis of property distributed, the amount of income receivable by the spouse,
and partial distributions of property, to outweigh the ease of administration
of the pecuniary bequest. Consequently, the formula pecuniary bequest provides much more flexibility with fewer problems.
VI.

OVERFUNDED MARITAL DEDUCTION GiFTs

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 modified not only the specific marital deduction provisions, sections 2056 and 2523, but also amended other provisions
and added new sections which have significant impact upon formula marital
deduction gifts. These changes are effective with respect to estates of decedents dying after December 31, 1976.204 Prior to 1976, a typical marital
deduction formula clause, whether pecuniary or fractional, incorporated the
language of section 2056 to provide a gift of the maximum marital deduction with reductions for transfers of property included in the decedent's
gross estate but which passed outside the will provisions. As will be evident
later, a formula designed to transfer "one-half of the adjusted gross estate"
or the "maximum marital deduction under section 2056 of the Internal
Revenue Code" after January 1, 1979, may operate to transfer more property
than necessary to achieve the lowest aggregate estate tax payable by the
estates of both the decedent and the surviving spouse. This "overfunding" of
the marital deduction bequest will result' principally because of the application of sections 2056(c)(1)(A) and (B); 2010; 2523; 2602(c)(5)(A); and 2032A.
Consequently,. in order to transfer the optimum amount of property resulting
in the lowest aggregate estate tax' in the estates of the decedent and the
surviving spouse, any formula marital deduction clause after 1976 should be
designed td take into consideration the effect of each of these sections and
their impact on the particular needs of the client's testamentary plan.
204. Tax Reform Act of 1976 §2002(d)(1)(A), Pub. L. No. 94-455, 90 Stat. 1520, 1856.
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A. Inter Vivos Transfers
The estate tax marital deduction will be reduced due to inter vivos gifts
of less than $200,000 to the surviving spouse for which a gift tax marital deduction was utilized. In this instance, a formula clause may result in a transfer
of more property to the surviving spouse than the allowable maximum marital
deduction thus resulting in overfunding of the marital bequest and estate
tax liability. For illustration consider the following examples. Assume a decedent's adjusted gross estate has been determined to be $600,000 after his
death on January 2, 1981, and that it has also been determined that the decedent had transferred a gift of $150,000 to the surviving spouse after December 31, 1976, but not within three years of death. If the decedent's will
had contained a pecuniary formula marital deduction clause giving the
surviving spouse an amount equal to fifty percent of the adjusted gross estate,
the amount of the bequest would be $300,000. The maximum marital deduction would be $300,000 but for the inter vivos gift. Because of this gift, the
maximum marital deduction of $300,000 will be reduced by $25,000 to $275,000,
as follows:
Amount of gift
Amount of gift after section 2503(b) exclusion
Amount passing to spouse under formula
Maximum marital deduction:
Aggregate deduction allowable under section
2056(c)(1)(A)(ii) (50% of adjusted gross
estate)
reduced by:
Section 2056(c)(1)(B) adjustment:
Aggregate deduction allowable
under section 2523:
Section 2523(a)(2)(A)
$100,000
plus
Section 2523(a)(2)(B)
[50% of lessor of:
(i) amount allowable under
section 2523(a)(1) =
$150,000
or
(ii) amount by which taxable
gifts exceeded $200,000
= 0]
-0less
Aggregate deduction which would be
allowable under section 2523 if
deduction = 50% of amount of gift

$150,000
$147,000
$300,000

$300,000

$100,000

$75,000
$25,000
$275,000
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As a result of the formula, the decedent has effectively transferred one-half
of his adjusted gross estate of $600,000, or $300,000, for which he has received
a marital deduction of only $275,000.205 This result can be avoided if the
formula utilizes the language "maximum marital deduction for estate tax
purposes"; the formula will then automatically cause a reduction of marital
bequest for prior inter vivos gifts.
Inter vivos gifts can cause an additional problem. After December 31, 1976,
such gifts by the decedent to the surviving spouse made within three years of
death are automatically included in the decedent's gross estate under section
2035, regardless of motive. Such gifts will thus enlarge the marital deduction
because they increase the adjusted gross estate.20 r However, the surviving spouse
may receive less property if the transfer does fall within section 2035 and a
marital deduction clause reducing the amount passing to the spouse by property
passing outside the will is employed.207
When gifts made to the surviving spouse within three years of death, together with all prior inter vivos gifts to the spouse, are less than $200,000, a
reduction of the maximum estate tax marital deduction will be required as
an adjustment for the gift tax marital deduction previously allowed under
section 2523, despite the fact that the section 2035 inter vivos gift is also included in the gross estate. In effect, section 2056(c)(1)(B) denies an estate tax
marital deduction for the gift which has been subject to tax under both the
205. The maximum reduction in the marital deduction which can result is $50,000.
This will occur when the decedent has transferred $100,000 to the spouse, the maximum
amount qualifying' for the unlimited gift tax marital deduction under I.R.C. §2523(a)(2)(A).
206. See H.R. REP. No. 94-1380, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 14 (1976), reprinted in 1976-3 C.B.

748.
207. Example 1: Assume a gift of $103,000 was made to the spouse four years prior to
the date of death:
$103,000
100,000
300,000
200,000

Amount of gift
Amount of gift after I.R.C. §2503(b) exclusion
Adjusted gross estate
Maximum marital deduction
(I.R.C. §205W(c)(l)(A) and (B))
200,000
Amount spouse receives under formula from probate estate
+103,000
Amount spouse received as inter vivos gift
$303,000
Total amount received by spouse
Example 2: Assume a gift of $103,000 was made to the spouse within three years of the date
of death:
$103,000
100,000
403,000
200,000
200,000
-103,000
97,000
+103,000
$200,000

Amount of gift
Amount of gift after I.R.C. §2503(b) exclusion
Adjusted gross estate (inclusion of $103,000 gift under I.R.C. §2035).
Maximum marital deduction (I.R.C. §205(c)(1) (A) and (B))
Amount spouse would receive under formula from probate estate but for
inter vivos gift
Reduction of amount spouse receives under formula because of inclusion of
inter vivos gift in adjusted gross estate
Amount spouse receives under formula from probate estate
Amount spouse received as inter vivos gift
Total amount received by spouse
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gift tax and estate tax provisions, although the gift tax paid on the gift within
three years of death is credited against the total estate tax liability.2" When
this occurs, the marital deduction formula clause will transfer less property to
the surviving spouse by an amount equal to the section 2056(c)(1)(B) reduction.209 However, the gross estate of the decedent will be increased by the
amount of any gift tax paid on the section 2035 gift.
Section 2035 can also inadvertently operate to cause an increase in the
marital gift under a formula clause if gifts are made to persons other than
the spouse. 215 This problem was present before the 1976 Act, of course, but
not to the degree to which section 2035 may now cause inclusion in the gross
estate because of the automatic three year rule. Prior to 1976, the burden of
proving a gift to have been made in contemplation of death to persons other
than the spouse was essentially a factual question. Now, gifts made in fact
within three years prior of death will inflate the adjusted gross estate and
cause more property in the probate estate to pass to the spouse under the
formula clause. If the formula clause has a provision reducing the amount
passing to the spouse by section 2035 transfers to parties other than the
spouse, the maximum marital deduction will not be attained by the formula.
This follows because these section 2035 transfers increase the adjusted gross
estate and therefore the maximum potential marital deduction. Consequently,
the estate of the decedent would pay more tax by an amount equal to the
estate's effective rate on the amount of the reduction. This is one factor which
must be considered if the testator does not want additional probate property
to pass to the spouse due to the increased adjusted gross estate from section
2035 transfers to persons other than the spouse.
B. Credits and Deductions
There are instances in which optimum estate tax planning would not require use of the maximum allowable estate tax marital deduction, particularly
if such use would not result in the lowest possible total estate tax liability
for the estates of both the decedent and the surviving spouse.2 1 1 As a result
of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, a decedent can transfer to the surviving

208. I.R.C. §2001(b)(2).
209. In example 2 of note 207 supra, the total amount of property received by the
spouse is $200,000. If the marital deduction is not reduced as a result of the I.R.C. §2035
gift to the spouse, the maximum marital deduction would be $250,000 and the amount
received by the spouse under the formula would be $250,000 - $103,000 = $147,000. The
total amount received would be $147,000 + $103,000 = $250,000. The difference between
$250,000 and $200,000 is the I.R.C. §2056(c)(1)(B) reduction. This statute should be amended
to eliminate this reduction. See H.R. 6715, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. §3(g) (1977).
210. I.R.C. §§2036, 2037, 2038, 2041, and 2042 may also cause the same artificial inclusion
in the gross estate and overfunding of the marital share. Unlike I.R.C. §2035, however, the
application of these sections is easier to avoid than is the I.R.C. §2035 inclusion, simply
because any gift may in fact turn out to be made within three years of the date of death.
211. The interrelationship of the maximum marital estate tax deduction and the gift
tax marital deduction is not within the scope of this paper. See Capouano & Rinsky, supra
note 15.
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spouse, after the full phase-in of the section 2010 credit, a total of $425,6252'2
with no estate tax liability, assuming that there have not been any inter
vivos gratuitous transfers to the spouse. The amount so transferable, a change
from prior law, is a result of the increase in the gift tax marital deduction,
the estate tax marital deduction, and the unified credit against the estate
tax. 213 Congress increased the maximum estate tax marital deduction to permit
a decedent with a small or medium-sized estate to transfer a minimum amount
of property to the surviving spouse without imposition of an estate tax; prior
provisions with respect to estate and gift tax marital deductions were believed
to be too restrictive. 214 The repeal of the $30,000 specific exemption, coupled
with the addition of the unified credit that will be equivalent to a $175,625
exemption in 1981,215 was also motivated by a desire to confer more tax
savings on small and medium-sized estates.2 1 6 The combination of the increased marital deduction and the unified credit does not, however, benefit
estates of more than $500,000217 or estates of less than $425,625 after 1981,
212.

This figure was computed as follows:

$425,625
Adjusted gross estate (I.R.C. §2056(c)(2)(A))
Marital deduction (I.R.C. §2056(c)(1)(A))
-250,000
175,625
Taxable estate (I.R.C. §2051)
Estate tax (I.R.C. §2001(c))
47,000
Unified credit (I.R.C. §2010)
-47,000
-0Tax liability
If the decedent had transferred $103,000 in inter vivos gifts to the surviving spouse, the total
amount which could be transferred to the spouse with no tax liability would be $475,625,
utilizing the I.R.C. §2523 unlimited marital deduction of $100,000, reducing the estate tax
marital deduction by $50,000 and applying the I.R.C. §2010 credit. The total amount would
be $525,625 if the marital deduction is not reduced by the inter vivos transfer under I.R.C.

§2056(c)(1)(B).
213. I.R.C. §2010.
214. See H.R. REP. No. 94-1880, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 17 (1976), reprinted in 1976-3 C.B.
751.
215. Conf. Com. Rep. No. 94-1515, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 607 (1976), reprinted in 1976-3
C.B. 751. Congress believed that a credit in lieu of an exemption is more advantageous in
the lower estate tax brackets because it is applied dollar for dollar to reduce the tax liability,
whereas an exemption more significantly benefits the estates in the highest marginal rate
bracket. H.R. REP. No. 94-1380, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 15 (1976), reprinted in 1976-3 C.1i. 749.
The credit during the phase-in period is equivalent to the following specific exemptions:

Year

Credit

Comparable
Specific
Exemption

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

$30,000
$34,000
$38,000
$42,000
$47,000

$120,667
$134,000
$147,333
$161,563
$175,675

Maximum Amount
Transferable Without
Tax Liability
$370,667
$384,000
$397,333
$411,563
$425,625

216. H.R. REP. No. 94-1380, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 15 (1976), reprinted in 1976-3 C.B.
749.
217. The textual statement is based upon the fact that one-half of the adjusted gross
estate will always be greater than $250,000 when the adjusted gross estate exceeds $500,000.
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because utilization of the marital deduction negates the benefit of the unified
' 218
credit, resulting in what may be called the "wasting credit."
In an estate of less than $425,625, the use of the maximum allowable
marital deduction in conjunction with the unified credit will cause an overfunding of the marital gift if the amount of property passing to the surviving
spouse is regulated by a formula clause pegged to the "maximum allowable
marital deduction." In such a case, the estate simply will take full advantage
of the $250,000 maximum marital deduction, but not of the $175,000 tax
credit. A formula clause can effectively regulate the amount of property
passing to the surviving spouse to adjust for the maximum deduction, whereas
under a non-formula clause, the maximum deduction will be available only
if there is sufficient property passing to the spouse under the particular gift
used. For example, the "maximum marital deduction" clause will transfer
to the surviving spouse an amount equal to $250,000, (assuming no prior
inter vivos gifts have been made to the spouse and the decedent is not a
deemed transferor for purposes of section 2602(c)(5)(A)), and the marital
deduction will be applied to reduce the taxable estate before the unified
credit is applied to the tax liability. The formula does not utilize the credit
to its maximum extent to cut down the amount of property passing to the
spouse. If it is desirable to limit the amount of property passing to the
spouse to minimize the total tax of both the decedent and the spouse, it
would not be advantageous to use the "maximum allowable marital deduction." To prevent overfunding of the bequest and to preclude wasting the
unified credit, the formula must regulate the amount passing to the spouse
to allow the credits 219 available to reduce the estate tax before application of
the marital deduction formula clause. This can be done by incorporating
into the formula clause another clause such as the following which can be
used in a pecuniary formula clause or as the numerator of a fractional
formula clause:
If the above amount is more than necessary, along with credits and
other deductions, to eliminate any federal estate tax with respect to
my estate, then the above described amount shall be reduced so that
it is 20equal to the amount necessary to eliminate such federal estate
tax.2

218. After 1981, an adjusted gross estate of $425,625 will have a marital deduction of
$250,000 in the absence of a formula clause, resulting in a taxable estate of $175,625, which
equals the amount of the unified credit. An estate of less than $425,625 will still receive the
$250,000 marital deduction under I.R.C. §2056(c)(1)(A) (assuming sufficient property qualifying
for the deduction passes to the spouse), but the amount of the available credit will be decreased in order to reduce the taxable estate to zero, thus wasting the maximum credit
available.
219. I.R.C. §§§2010, 2011, 2013 and 2014.
220. As a result of a recent case, Estate of Charles W. Smith, 66 T.C. 415 (1976), there
would not appear to be any fundamental difficulty with this phrase in connection with
the terminability or vesting of that amount. As the Tax Court stated, concerning a tax
equalization marital clause in which the executor was given broad discretion to determine
the amount received by the spouse: "As far as we can determine, such formula bequests
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C. Existing Clauses

In general, the amendments to the estate and gift tax marital deductions
contained in the Tax Reform Act of 1976 are effective for estates of decedents
dying after December 31, 1976.221 Because many existing wills drafted under
prior law limit the marital deduction to fifty percent of the adjusted gross
estate and include formula clauses providing for a bequest of the maximum
marital deduction, a three year transition rule was added. It provides that
the increased marital deduction will not apply to transfers pursuant to a
will or trust executed prior to January 1, 1977, which contains a' marital deduction formula clause.222 For decedents dying after January 1, 1979, the
increased marital deduction will, of course, apply to such formula clauses.
The transition rule is, however, only applicable if the formula clause is not
amended after December 1, 1976, and if no state law is enacted which is applicable to the estate which construes the formula as referring to the marital
223
deduction as amended by the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
For the reasons indicated above with respect to the advisability of using
the maximum marital deduction of $250,000 for estates of less than $425,625,
it is doubtful whether a clause should be modified to take the 1976 changes
into consideration. Of course, if the client feels that the $250,000 maximum
deduction will be necessary to maintain the surviving spouse, criteria other
than tax motivations may dictate the decision. To the extent that the amendments of the marital deduction provision appear to affect the small and
medium-sized estate, a large estate may have no reason to amend a will after
1976 to take advantage of the changes in the absence of Chapter 13 considerations. Additionally, no amendment of the formula clause in a will or trust in
existence prior to April 30, 1976, would seem advisable if the instrument has
created a generation-skipping transfer 22 4 or trust. 225 The Chapter 13 tax on
generation-skipping transfers will generally apply to taxable distributions226
and taxable terminations227 that occur after April 30, 1976.228 However, the
tax will not apply to any generation-skipping trust that was irrevocable as of
April 30, 1976, nor will it apply if the transfer was made pursuant to a will
in existence on April 30, 1976, and not amended thereafter and executed by a
29
testator who dies before January 1, 1982.2
The statute is not clear, nor do the congressional reports make certain,
exactly what kind of an amendment to a generation-skipping trust with rehave not been challenged by the Internal Revenue Service as qualifying for the marital
deduction." Id. at 425.
221. Tax Reform Act of 1976 §2002(d)(1)(A), Pub. L. No. 94-455, 90 Stat. 1856.
222. Tax Reform Act of 1976, §2002(d)(1)(B), Pub. L. No. 94-455, 90 Stat. 1856. See
H.R. REP. No. 94-1380, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 18 (1976), reprinted in 1976-3 C.B. 752.
223. Tax Reform Act of 1976 §2002(d)(1)(B), Pub. L. No. 94-455, 90 Stat. 1856. See
H.R. REP. No. 94-1380, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 18 (1976), reprinted in 1976-3 C.B. 752.
224. I.R.C. §2611(a).

225. I.R.C. §2611(b).
226.
227.
228.
229.

I.R.C. §2613(a).
I.R.C. §2613(b).
Tax Reform Act of 1976 §2006(c)(1), Pub. L. No. 94-455, 90 Stat. 1889.
Tax Reform Act of 1976 §2006(c)(2), Pub. L. No. 94-455, 90 Stat. 1890.
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spect to the marital deduction formula clause could activate the Chapter 13
tax and destroy the immunity of the "grandfather" clause applicable to preApril 30, 1976, trusts. The conference committee report on the effective date
of the generation-skipping tax indicates that an amendment changing the
size of the share of a particular beneficiary does not disqualify the trust under
the transition rules so long as the number of younger generation beneficiaries 230 is not increased.2 31 If a modification of a formula clause in a pre-

April 30, 1976, will may result in a larger marital deduction because of the
$250,000 increase in the maximum allowable marital deduction, it might be
argued that the amendment should not render inapplicable the transition
rules because the amendment is only changing the size of the gift to the
beneficiary (the surviving spouse) and not increasing the number of younger
generation beneficiaries.23 2 Nevertheless, because of the uncertainty as to this
question and the importance of preserving the transition rules for a generationskipping transfer, it would not seem advisable to tamper with a sure thing.
D. Generation-SkippingTax
The new generation-skipping tax also adds further problems for formula
marital deduction bequests. Without going into a detailed explanation of this
intricate and complicated new addition to Subtitle B of the Internal Revenue
Code, some explanation may be necessary. The generation-skipping tax is substantially equivalent to the estate tax which would have been imposed if
property had been transferred outright to each successive generation of beneficiaries of a trust.233 Because an interest in a trust, life estate, or similar arrangement is only a beneficial interest, the termination of that interest under
23
prior law was generally not a taxable event for estate tax purposes. 4
230. I.R.C. §2613(c).
231. CONF. COM. REP. No. 94-1515, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 620 (1976), reprinted in 1976-3
C.B. 970.
232. A spouse will always be in the same generation as the grantor, regardless of age.
I.R.C. §2611(c)(2).
233. H.R. REP. No. 94-1380, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 47-48 (1976), reprinted in 1976-3 C.B.
781-82.
234. The congressional reports define a generation-skipping trust as one "which provides
for a splitting of the benefits between two or more generations which are younger than the
generation of the grantor of the trust." Id. Basically the tax is imposed on the trust or
beneficiary in two instances. The first, a taxable distribution (I.R.C. §2613(a)(1)), is a distribution of trust corpus to a younger generation beneficiary. The second, and taxable
termination (I.R.C. §2613(b) (1)), is the termination of an interest or power in the trust of
any younger generation beneficiary who is in a generation older than any other younger
generation beneficiary. An example of a taxable termination would be the death of a life
beneficiary of a trust who is a grandchild of the settlor, where the remainder of the trust
passes to the grandchild's issue. Under the statute the life beneficiary would be the deemed
transferor of the trust corpus to the great-grandchildren of the settlor. The tax imposed
by Chapter 13 on the taxable termination is computed with regard to the Chapter 11
estate tax computation of the deemed transferor under I.R.C. §2602(a)(1). The Chapter 13
tax, however, is a liability of the trust and not of the deemed transferor under I.R.C. §2621
(c)(1)(A)(ii). A tentative tax is computed using estate tax rates (I.R.C. §2001(c)) on the sum of:
(a) the fair market value of the property deemed transferred under I.R.C. §2613(b)(1); (b) the
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For Chapter 11 purposes, generation-skipping transfers may affect the
marital deduction in the estate of a deemed transferor who utilizes a formula
clause. Section 2602(c)(5)(A) provides that if a generation-skipping transfer
occurs at the same time as, or within nine months after, the date of death of
a decedent who is a deemed transferor, for purposes of determining the
marital deduction under section 2056, the value of the gross estate of the
deemed transferor will be increased by the amount of the generation-skipping
transfer.23 5 The question raised by this provision is whether the inclusion of the amount of the Chapter 13 transfer in the decedent's gross estate
operates to increase the marital bequest under the decedent's will and the
amount of property passing to the surviving spouse under a formula clause,
thereby reducing the deemed transferor's tax liability under both Chapter 11
and Chapter 13 or whether the increase of the gross estate and hence the
marital deduction is for purposes of computing the Chapter 13 tax only,
leaving the Chapter 11 tax liability, the amount of the Chapter 11 marital
deduction, and the amount of property distributed pursuant to a formula
clause unaffected.
The House report on the Tax Reform Act of 1976 indicates that a
generation-skipping transfer will affect the marital deduction:

I]n

determining the size of the gross estate of the deemed transferor,
or the purposes of computing the marital deduction . . . generally
the result will be that the maximum allowable marital deduction will
increase, the transfer tax payable with respect to the deemed transferor's estate will decrease, and the deemed transferor's marginal rate
bracket will also decrease (thus reducing, indirectly, the tax payable
with respect to the property passing under the generation-skipping
transfer).36
The report can be interpreted as supporting an argument on either side. On
the one hand, the language indicates that the marital deduction in the deemed
transferor's estate is increased; however, the last sentence, dealing primarily
with the computation of the Chapter 13 tax, seems to imply that the marital
deduction is increased only for purposes of section .2602 computations.
Nevertheless, the express language of the statute, by reference to section 2056
requiring the inclusion only if the taxable event occurs within 9 months of
the date of death of the deemed transferor, indicates that the gross estate is
increased for purposes of section 2056 and, the computation of the Chapter
11 tax. The conference agreement indicates more strongly that the increase
of the gross estate under section 2602(c)(5)(A) does increase the allowable
marital deduction for section 2056 purposes. It states:
aggregate fair market' value of all prior transfers of the deemed transferor under Chapter

13; (c) the amount of adjusted taxable gifts made by the deemed transferor; and (d) the
taxable estate reduced by (b), (c), and (d). I.R.C. §2602(a). The effect of this formula is

that the Chapter 13 tax is computed using the deemed transferor's taxable estate and adjusted taxable gifts under Chapters 11 and 12 as a base for computing the Chapter 13 tax.
235. See H.R. R . No. 94-1380, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 54 (1976), reprinted in 1976-3 C.B.
788.
236. Id.
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The conferees intend that any permitted increase in the amount of
the marital deduction by reason of a generation-skipping transfer
occurring after the death of the decedent is not to be treated as a
terminable interest solely by reason of the fact that the maximum
amount of the deduction is not known as of the date of decedent's
2
death. 37

In order to qualify for the marital deduction, the interest passing to the
surviving spouse must not be a terminable interest.2 38 The language of the
report indicates a congressional awareness of the attack utilized by the Service
to disallow the marital deduction if the amount of the property passing to
the spouse under a formula clause is not definite as of the valuation date
because of a power in the executor to determine the exact amount later.23 9
The report would seem to suggest that the marital deduction would not be
disallowed because it may be increased nine months after the date of death
as a result of the augmentation of the decedent's gross estate by the generationskipping transfer.
If the generation-skipping transfer does in fact increase the Chapter 11
gross estate, and accordingly the marital deduction of a decedent who is a
deemed transferor, this increase will automatically result in an increase in
the amount of property passing to the surviving spouse if the will uses a
formula marital deduction clause, provided that the estate has sufficient
qualified property to pass to the spouse. Although the increase of the marital
deduction will reduce the taxable estate of the decedent and the estate tax
liability, this greater amount of property passing to the spouse may be totally
unintended by the decedent and in such cases will also destroy an estate plan
designed to equalize the estates of both the decedent and the survivor in
order to reduce the total estate tax. In the most extreme case, in which the
amount of property subject to the generation-skipping transfer is equal to or
greater than the adjusted gross estate of the decedent, the formula clause
could result in transferring the decedent's entire adjusted gross estate to the
survivor if all the property qualifies for the marital deduction. In that event,
the decedent would have no estate tax liability, since the marital deduction
reduces the taxable estate to zero. The increased amount of property passing
to the spouse as a result of section 2602(c)(5)(A) may be an acceptable means of
reducing the total Chapters 11 and 13 tax liability of a family. A deemed
transferor who may be a life beneficiary of a generation-skipping trust may
desire to reduce both his estate tax liability and the Chapter 13 tax on the
trust by means of the augmented marital deduction. The transfer of a
family's wealth may be achieved with less estate and Chapter 13 tax following
this pattern.
If a client does not intend to transmit to the surviving spouse a greater
share of the probate estate as a result of a generation-skipping transfer, it
237.

CONF. Com. REP. No. 94-1515, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 616 (1976), reprinted in 1976-3

C.B. 966.
238. I.R.C. §2056(b)(1).
239.

See, e.g., Estate of Charles W. Smith, 66 T.C. 415 (1976); Estate of Mackie, 64 T.C.

308 (1975).
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